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(SOR/DORS) 

 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕎᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ 

ᐒᐗᒳᐇᐖ 

1. ᐅᐙᐇ ᐒᐗᒳᐇᖈᓸᐖ ᐕᐏᐙᒰᒬ ᒩᒳᒐᒭᐖᐒᐖ.  

"ᐉᖁᓺᖅ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕎᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᖓ: (Loi) 

"ᖃᖓᐔᓱᖅ" ᐔᐃᒩᒲᒰᐖᐐᐇᖅ ᐒᐗᒳᐝ ᐃᒷᖓ 3:1;-ᐐᐒᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ 

Aeronautics ᐉᖁᓺᕌᒥ. (aéronef) 

"ᒰᐅᐝᐚᕌᕎᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐖ" ᒰᒳᐇᖕᒬᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ ᐅᐙᒰᒬ: 

(a) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ; 

(b) ᐇᖁᐐ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᐝᐒᐇᒬᒳᐝ ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᖕᒧᐖ 

ᐃᒡᒵᖃᕌᕍᐅᓸᒮᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(c) ᐇᖁᐐ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐒᕋᒹᒷᐖᐕᖅᐒᖅ ᒰᐅᐝᐚᕌᕍᐝ, ᐒᕋᖅᐒᖅ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᒺᒷᐕᒮᐖ. (route 

approuvée) 

"ᐉᐐᐝᒺ" ᐃᒷᖃᐒᖅ ᐔᐗᓸᐍᐖ, ᐅᕍᖓᓸᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒮᐕᖈᒬᖅᓳᐅᕑᒳᖅᐒᐖ. (arc) 

"ᐒᐗᒧᐇᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶ" ᐔᐃᒩᒲᒰᐖᐐᐇᖅ ᐒᐗᒳᐝ ᐃᒷᖓᐐᐠᐖ 2:1;-ᒦᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕎᐖ ᐐᒥᖁᐐᖆᐖᐔ ᐉᖁᓺᖓᐐᐠᐖ. (directeur général) 

 

"ᖁᐗᐅᐐ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᖁᐗᓽᐇᕈᐔᐅᓲᖅ,  ᓱᒹᒵᒳᐝ ᓳᐝᐙᖃᐒᖅ ᐇᒬᐐᐐᓱᖅ 

ᐇᒩᒵ ᐐᒥᐝᐙᐖ ᐈᒲᒬᕈᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐒᖁᓼᓸᐔᐅᒵᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᕌᒧᐖ, 

ᐃᒵᐃᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐞᓺᖅ ᐈᖅᐗᐅᒩᒬᖓ ᐔᐗᓹᓸᒲᒰᖅᒵᒬ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ. (arme à feu) 

"ᒮᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺ ᐛᒩᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒨᖅᐒᒬᐝ ᐔᒩᒲᒰ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᓲᖅ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᐚᐖ 

ᒰᖕᒥᒬᒳᖕᒮᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᖓᐐᐠᐖ, (permis de guide) 

 

"ᐇᖈᒰᓱᖕᒬᖅ" ᐔᐃᒩᒲᒰᐖᐐᐇᖅ ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐐᐒᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 

26(5)-ᐙᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ. (chasser) 

"ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᒳᐇᖓ” ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᒳᐇᖅ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐐᐒᐖ 

ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 2-ᐙᐖ ᐅᐗᐅᖅᐔᖅᐓᐏ ᐛᒰᖕᒰᖓᒬ :ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ; ᒮᒰᐕᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐉᖁᓺᖓ. (Convention définitive des Inuvialuit) 

 

"ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ” ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᒰᒵᒰᐃᐝᐙᐔᐅᒹᒵᒬ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖃᖅᐐᐖᐐᐠᐐ ᐃᒮᖕᒧᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐠ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ 

ᒰᒵᒰᐃᐝᐙᐔᐅᒹᒵᒬ ᐉᖃᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᖓᒮᐖ ᓳᖅᐗᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᒩᒳᐝᖢᐠ 

ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᖓ. (coupon de chasse Inuvialuit) 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA WILD 

ANIMALS REGULATIONS 

INTERPRETATION 
1. The following definitions apply in these 

Regulations. 
 
“Act” means the Canada National Parks Act. (Loi) 
 
“aircraft” has the same meaning as in subsection 
3(1) of the Aeronautics Act. (aéronef) 
 
“approved route” means any of 
(a) a through highway; 
(b) a road in a park that connects a through 
highway to a residence; and 
(c) a road in a park that is the sole means of 

access, or the most direct route, to a location that 
is outside the park. (route approuvée) 
 
“bow” includes a longbow, a recurved bow, a 
compound bow or a crossbow. (arc) 
 
“Chief Executive Officer” has the same meaning as 
in subsection 2(1) of the Parks Canada Agency Act. 
(directeur général) 
 
“firearm” means a barrelled weapon from which 
any shot, bullet or other projectile can be discharged 
and that is capable of causing bodily injury or death 
to a wild animal, and includes any frame or receiver 
of such a barrelled weapon and anything that can be 
adapted for use as a firearm. (arme à feu) 

 
“guiding licence” means a licence to carry out the 
functions of a guide in a park issued under the 
National Parks of Canada Businesses Regulations. 
(permis de guide) 
 
“hunt” has the same meaning as in subsection 26(5) 
of the Act. (chasser) 
 
“Inuvialuit Final Agreement” means the Agreement 
as defined in section 2 of the Western Arctic 
(Inuvialuit) Claims Settlement Act. (Convention définitive des 
Inuvialuit) 

 
“Inuvialuit hunting tag” means a tag that authorizes 
a person to harvest a wild animal and evidences 
proof of the allocation to that person of part of a 
quota established in accordance with the Inuvialuit 
Final Agreement. (coupon de chasse Inuvialuit) 
 
“Nunavut Land Claims Agreement” means the 
Agreement as defined in section 2 of the Nunavut 
Land Claims Agreement Act. (Accord sur les 
revendications territoriales du Nunavut) 
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"ᒮᒰᕏᒥ ᒮᒰᐕᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᒳᐇᖅ” ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᖆᕈᐐ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᖅ 

ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 2-ᐙᐖ ᒮᒰᕏᒥ ᒮᒰᐕᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ. (Accord sur 

les revendications territoriales du Nunavut) 

"ᐉᒺᒩᒬᖅ" ᐒᐗᒳᐇᖈᒺᒩᓸᐐᐒᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 4(3)-ᐙᐖ ᐉᕊᓺᖕᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᖅ, 

ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᖆᐝᐗᒹᒵᒬ ᐉᒺᒩᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ, ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᐒᐗᖓ 

ᒩᒳᐝᐒᖅ ᐃᒷᖓᒭᐖᐒᒥ 26:5;-ᒥ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ.  (possession) 

"ᒮᒰᒥ ᐇᐒᖅᐒᖅ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐃᒮᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒦᐖᐒᖅ ᐇᐒᖅᐒᐇᕈᐐᒥᐝ 

ᐉᒺᒩᒹᒵᒬ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐒᒬᓺᐅᒺᒩᒹᒵᒬ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᒳᓽᓶᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᐒᖅᐒᐇᕈᐐᒬᐝ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᐕᕈᐐᒬᒡᒵ 

ᒩᒳᒐᒳᓽᓶᐝᐙᖆᒲᒬᐝ. (résidence) 

"ᐍᙵᐃᕈᐖ"/ᐊᑦᑐᖏᕈᑦ” ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐍᙵᐃᕈᐖ/ᐊᑦᑐᖏᓯᒍᓐᓆᖅᑐᖅ 

(a) ᐅᐝᐙᐃᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᕌᒵᒬ/ᒩᑐᐃᑕᐅᒍᓆᓗᓂ ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᐇᐒᕌᒵᐐᐝ 

ᖃᓽᐔᐅᓺᐝᐚᖓᓸᐝᐙᐖ, ᒬᐉᖅᐔᖅᐒᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐍᒷᙵᐝᓳᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐈᖅᐗᐝᒺᒺᒩᒵᐐᐝ ᒩᒳᒡᒵᐐᐝ ᐐᐐᖅᐛᐐᐠᐖ ᒱᓳᐅᐐᐐᐠᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒰᒵᒰᐃᐝᐙᐔᐝᐙᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(b) ᖁᐗᐅᐐᒨᖓᐝᐍᐖ, ᖁᐗᐅᐐ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᐃᒹᒳᐐᐔᐅᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ. (dispositif 

de verrouillage de sûreté) 

"ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝᐙᐖ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᒰᒳᐇᖕᒮᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ 

(a) ᐒᕋᒲᓵ-ᐛᒰᐔ ᐇᐏᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ ᐎᒲᕝᒥ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᓸᕼᐅ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐞᒳᒺᐅᕌ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒩᐅᒲ 

ᓽᕍᒺᐒᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ; 

(b) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 93 ᐎᒲᕝᒥ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ, ᓻᓵᐋ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐙᐐᒬ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(c) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 5 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 6 ᕑᐒᐔᒲ ᒴᐝᒥ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(d) ᓺᒵᕼᐃᐖ ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ :ᐇᐏᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 16; ᓻᓵᐋ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(e) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 240, 263 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 264 ᐋᓽᒲᓵ ᐃᐅᐋᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᖅᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(f) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐖ 10 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 19, ᒴᐝ ᐇᐐ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᕈᒳᖕ ᓽᕏ ᕉᐖᓵᒬᐝ 

ᕊᐃᐐᖕ ᒩᐅᒲᐔᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ;  

(g) ᐎᐝᕼᐅ, ᐍᒷᐝ ᒺᒬᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒺᐛᐃᐐᐝ ᒳᒲ ᓳᐃᒲ ᒵᐇᓽᒲᓵ ᐇᐃᒷᒲ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(h) (h) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 132 ᐇᐙᒲᒬᖓᒭᐖᐒᖅ ᐛᐏ-ᐇᐝᓵ-ᐅᓵ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐛᐏ-ᐐᓵ-

ᕈᒺᐅᕌᓵ ᕏᐇᓽᒷᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ;  

(i) (i) ᐇᐏᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 114 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒱᓳᐅᐐᒳᖅᒺᒩᙱᐖᐒᐖ ᐇᖁᐑᐖ ᐐᕼᐇᒲᓵ 

ᐙᐇᒰᒧᐖ ᕑᒲᐐ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ; 

(j) (j) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 117 ᐚᐖᒺᐍᐅᒐᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ; 

“possession” has the same meaning as in subsection 
4(3) of the Criminal Code, except in respect of 

possession of wild animals, in which case it has the 
same meaning as in subsection 26(5) of the Act. 
(possession) 
 
“residence” means a residence in a park that is 
subject to a lease or a licence of occupation granted 
under the National Parks of Canada Lease and 
Licence of Occupation Regulations. (résidence) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
“secure locking device” means a locking device that 
(a) can only be opened or released by the use of 

an electronic, a magnetic or a mechanical key or 
by setting the device in accordance with an 
alphabetical or a numerical combination; and 
(b) when it is applied to a firearm, renders the 
firearm inoperable. (dispositif de verrouillage de 
sûreté) 
 
“through highway” means any of 
(a) the Trans-Canada Highway in Banff National 

Park of Canada, Yoho National Park of Canada, 
Glacier National Park of Canada and Mount 
Revelstoke National Park of Canada; 
(b) Highway 93 in Banff National Park of 

Canada, Jasper National Park of Canada and 
Kootenay National Park of Canada; 
(c) Highways 5 and 6 in Waterton Lakes 
National Park of Canada; 
(d) the Yellowhead Highway (Highway 16) in 

Jasper National Park of Canada; 

(e) Highways 240, 263 and 264 in Prince Albert 
National Park of Canada; 
(f) Highways 10 and 19, Lake Audy and Rolling 
River Roads in Riding Mountain National Park of 
Canada; 
(g) Parkhill, Black Snake and Skydeck Lanes in 
St. Lawrence Islands National Park of Canada; 
(h) Highway 132 between Cap-aux-Os and Capdes- 

Rosiers in Forillon National Park of Canada; 
(i) Highway 114 and the unnumbered roads to 
Teahans Corner in Fundy National Park of 

Canada; 

(j) Highway 117 in Kouchibouguac National 
Park of Canada; 
(k) the Cabot Trail (Highway 19) in Cape Breton 
Highlands National Park of Canada; 
(l) the Gulf Shore Parkway in Prince Edward 
Island National Park of Canada where it is the 
most direct route to a public or private road 
outside the park; 
(m) the Trans-Canada Highway, the 
Charlottetown Highway and Highways 301 and 
310 in Terra Nova National Park of Canada; 
(n) Highways 430 and 431, the access roads to 
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 (k) ᐜᐉᐖ ᐉᓱᒡᕍᐝ (ᐇᐏᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 19) ᐘᐏ ᐋᓽᐐᒲᒥ ᕼᐃᒸᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(l) ᐠᕝ ᓱᐇᕌ ᐍᐝᕎ ᐋᓽᒲᓵ ᐃᐖᕏᐖ ᐇᐃᒷᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ 

ᐒᕋᒹᒷᐖᐕᖅᐒᐒᐇᖅ ᐃᒮᖕᒮᐖ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᓽᓺᐅᓸᒮᒹᒵ ᐇᖁᐐᒮᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ 

ᒺᒷᐕᒬ; 

(m) ᐒᕋᒲᓵ-ᐛᒰᐔ ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ, ᓳᕌᒳᐖᐔᐅᒲ ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 

301 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 310 ᐐᐅᕊ ᒮᕑ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(n) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐖ 430 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 431, ᐇᖁᐐᐖ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ ᕊᐗ 

ᕼᐅᕌᐋᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒮᐇᓽᓵ ᐋᐃᒲᐖᒧᐖ, ᒩᐗᒲᒺ ᕈᐖᒧᐖ, ᐇᐔᒥ ᕈᐖᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᕑᐒᒷᐃᒲ ᕉᐖᒧᐖ ᐠᕈᖦ ᒧᐇᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝ; 

(o) ᐉᖓᖕᒰᖓᒬ ᐛᒰᖕᒰᖓᒬᒵ ᐇᖁᐑᐖ ᒺᒳᒫ ᓽᕏᒧᐖ ( Ä' äy Chù ) 

ᐙᒵᐃᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐇᒹᒷᖓᓸᐖ ᒮᒰᖓ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᖁᐐ 

ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐛᐔᒴᒲ ᒴᐝᒧᐖ ᐅᐏᒵᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐛᐔᒴᒲ ᒴᐝ ᒮᒰᒦᕝᕍᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐙᒵᐃᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(p) ᐇᖁᐐᐙᐕᐝ 4 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒸᒲᕍᐅ ᐇᖁᐐ ᐍᒺᕍᐝ ᓽᒫ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ 

ᐇᒹᒷᖓᓸᒮᐖ.(route de transit) 

"ᐇᐅᒹᒷᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ 

 ᐉᓼᓸᐐᐞᐏᒵᐠ ᐇᐅᒹᒷᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᒬᐝ, ᐉᐐᐝᒺᒬᐝ, 

ᖃᕌᓸᖆᒲᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ, ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐐᖕᒥᓲᐝᐙᐖ/ᖃᖓᐔᓱᖁᐖ, 

:i; ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐ, ᐅᒥᐇᖅ ᐐᖕᒥᓲᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᕿᓸᖁᐐᖃᖅᐍᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐃᒬᖃᖅᐍᐖ ᐍᒲᖓᐃᖅᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᒥ,  

(A) ᖁᐗᐅᐐ ᖃᕌᓸᖆᖅᐔᐅᒵᒬ/ ᓳᐝᐙᖃᕈᒬᐐᐔᐅᒵᒬ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐉᐐᐝᒺ 

ᖃᕌᓸᖆᖅᐔᐅᒵᒬ, 

(B) ᖁᐗᐅᐐ, ᐉᐐᐝᒺ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᖃᕌᓸᖆᐖ/ᓴᒃᑯᖐᑦ ᐌᖅᐔᐅᒹᒵᐐᐝ 

ᕿᒷᐝᓱᖅᐔᐅᒹᒵᐐᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐳᑎᐊᖅᐔᐅᒵᐐᐝ, ᐃᒷᐝᓳᖆᐖ ᓱᒰᖆᐖ 

ᐔᐙᐝᓴᐅᒍᓐᓂᑎᒵᐞᐖ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(C) ᖁᐗᐅᐐ, ᐉᐐᐝᒺ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᖃᕌᓸᖆᐖ/ᓴᒃᑯᖐᑦ 

ᐍᙵᐃᖅᒺᒩᓸᒨᖅᐔᐅᒵᐐᐝ/ᐊᑦᑐᖏᖅᓯᒩᔪᒨᑦ ᐳᕐᓗᒍ ᐃᖏᕋᔪᑎᒧᑦ, 

ᐃᖏᕋᓱᒧᑦ ᐊᒻᒩᓗᓂᑦ ᖃᖓᑕᓱᒧᑦ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

  (ii; ᐃᖆᕊᓸᐖ, ᐅᒥᐇᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᖃᖓᐔᓱᖅ ᐋᐖᓳᓺᖃᙱᐏᐍᐖ 

ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᖕᒥᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐍᙵᐃᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᒥᐝ/ᐊᑐᖏᓱᒥᒃ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ, 

ᐉᐔᖃᕊᒵᐇᕌᒵᒬ, ᐇᖆᒬᖓ ᒱᒫᒩᙱᐏᐍᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᖃᕊᓺᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ, 

ᐉᐐᐝᒺᖃᕊᓺᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᖃᕌᓸᕌᒬᒡᒵ ᓳᐝᐙᒬᒵᒬᐖ, 

ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐖᐒᖃᐒᐃᒲᒰᓽᐇᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ, 

(A) ᖁᐗᐅᐐ ᓱᖆᐅᐐ ᓴᒃᑯᐃᑕᐅᓗᓂ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒵᒬ 

ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᙱᒹᒵᒬ ᐊᑦᑐᖏᖅᒺᒩᒵᒬ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᖃᕌᓸᖃᕌᕍᖓ 

ᐊᕌᒵᐠ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐅᐏ ᐉᐐᐝᒺᐅᐏᒶᒲᒭᐖ, 

Rocky Harbour and Norris Point, McKenzies Road, 

Adams Road and Waterline Road in Gros Morne 

National Park of Canada; 

 
(o) the east and west roads to the Slim River ( Ä’ 
äy Chù ) in Kluane National Park Reserve of 
Canada and the access road to Kathleen Lake 
day-use area and Kathleen Lake Campground in 
Kluane National Park of Canada; and 
 
(p) Highway 4 and Landfill Road in Pacific Rim 
National Park Reserve of Canada. (route de 
transit) 
 
“transporting rules” means  
(a) in respect of the transporting of a firearm, a 
bow or their projectiles in a vehicle, a vessel or 
an aircraft, 

(i) if the vehicle, vessel or aircraft is equipped 
with a trunk or a compartment that can be 
locked, 

(A) the firearm is unloaded and the bow is 
unarmed, 
(B) the firearm, the bow and their 
projectiles are wrapped and tied or 
completely enclosed in a case, so that none 
of their parts are visible, and 
(C) the firearm, the bow and their 
projectiles are kept in the locked trunk or 
compartment, and 

(ii) if the vehicle, vessel or aircraft is not 
equipped with a trunk or a compartment that 
can be locked or, if it is equipped with one, but 
the trunk or compartment is of an insufficient 
size to hold the firearm, bow and projectiles, as 
the case may be, 

(A) the firearm is unloaded and rendered 
inoperable by a secure locking device or by 
the removal of the bolt, carrier, firing cap or 
flint of the firearm and the bow is unarmed, 
(B) the firearm, the bow and their 
projectiles are wrapped and tied, or 
completely enclosed in a case, so that none 
of their parts are visible, and 
(C) the firearm, the bow and their 
projectiles are kept in the locked vehicle, 
vessel or aircraft; and 

(b) in respect of the carrying of a firearm, a bow 

or their projectiles by a person on foot, 
(i) the firearm is unloaded and rendered 
inoperable by a secure locking device or by the 
removal of the bolt, carrier, firing cap or flint 
of the firearm and the bow is unarmed, and  
(ii) the firearm, the bow and their projectiles 
are wrapped and tied, or completely enclosed 
in a case, so that none of their parts are visible; 

(c) in respect of the transporting of a trap in a 
vehicle, a vessel or an aircraft, 

(i) if the vehicle, vessel or aircraft is equipped 
with a trunk or compartment that can be 
locked, the trap is inoperable and kept in the 



(b) ᐐᐠᒥᐇᕌᒵᒬᒳ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ, ᐉᐐᐝᒺᒬᐝ ᓳᐝᐙᖆᒲᒬᒡᒵ ᐉᓱᒡᒵᒬ, 

:i; ᖁᐗᐅᐖ ᓳᐝᐙᐃᐔᐅᒵᒬ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒵᒬ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᐃᒹᒳᒺᒩᒵᐠ 

ᐇᐒᖆᕈᐐᖓᒮᐖ ᑮᓗᒍ ᐊᕌᒵᐠᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓴᒃᑯᖃᕌᕍᖓ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

:ii; ᖁᐗᐅᐐ, ᐉᐐᐝᒺ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᓴᒃᑯᖆᐖ ᐌᖅᐔᐅᒹᒵᐐᐝ 

ᕿᒷᐝᐒᖅᐔᐅᒹᒵᐐᒡᒵ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᒳᓺᐅᐖᐐᐇᕌᒵᐐᐝ ᐳᕆᔬᒨᑦ, 

ᐔᐙᐝᓳᐅᓸᖃᓻᕈᒲᒭᕌᒵᐐᐝ ᓱᒰᖆᐖ;  

(c) ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᐇᕌᒵᒬᒳ ᒥᑭᒋᐊᒬᐝ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ, ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᐖ 

ᖃᒐᑕᓱᑯᓗᓃᑦ, 

(i; ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐ, ᐅᒥᐇᖅ ᖃᖓᐔᓲᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᖃᖅᐍᐖ 

ᐗᐠᒰᖅᐒᒥᐝ, ᒥᐗᐞᐇᖅ ᐈᖅᐗᐝᐔᐅᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᐃᒹᒳᐐᐔᐅᒵᒬ 

ᐃᒳᓺᐅᒵᒬᒵ ᐗᐖᒺᒩᓸᒧᐖ ᐋᓽᓺᒧᐖ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᖕᒧᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

:ii; ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐ, ᐅᒥᐇᖅ ᖃᖓᐔᓲᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᑦᑎᕕᖃᖏᐸᑦ 

ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᐝᐔᖃᙱᐏᐍᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐗᐠᒲᒰᖅᐒᒥᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ, 

ᐉᐔᖃᕊᒵᐇᕌᒵᒬ, ᐃᐖᐐᕍᐝ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒱᒫᒩᙱᐏᐍᐖ 

ᐇᖆᒬᖓ, ᒥᐗᐞᐇᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᐃᒹᒳᐐᐔᐅᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
locked trunk or compartment, and 
(ii) if the vehicle, vessel or aircraft is not 
equipped with a trunk or compartment that can 
be locked or, if it is equipped with one, but the 
trunk or compartment is of an insufficient size 
to hold the trap, the trap is inoperable; and 
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 (d) ᒰᐝᓳᕌᒵᒬᒳ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᐖ ᐉᓱᐝᑯᑦ, ᒥᑭᒋᐊᑦ 

ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᐃᒹᒳᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᒐᓺᖅᐒᖅ. (règles de 

transport) 

"ᒥᑭᒋᐊᑦ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒹᒵᒬ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒥᑭᒋᐊᑎᑎᔪᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ 

ᐅᒩᔪᓂᒃ, ᐆᒩᐍᐖ ᐒᖁᖓᓸᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐉᖃᐔᐅᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒮᒵᐇᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐒᖂᐖᐐᐛᐅᐐᐞᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ. (piège) 

"ᒰᒧᙵᐅᐛᐔᖕᒬᖅ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᐛᐔᖕᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐉᓱᒡᒵᒬ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᖅᐛᙲᒲᒰᕌᒵᒬ, 

ᐗᒺᒥ ᐒᐇᕍᕌᒰᖅᐒᖃᖅᐍᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐ ᐅᒥᐇᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐈᖅᐗᐞᐇᖅᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᖃᖅᐍᐖ. (traverser) 

"ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓼᓸᐐ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓼᓸᐐ ᐃᒮᖕᒧᐖ ᐉᖁᐐᒮᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐇᓼᓺᖅᐒᕈᐔᐅᒵᒬ ᒮᒰᐝᐙᐖ. (véhicule) 

"ᐃᒩᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓼᓸᐐ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒹᒵᒬ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᕑᐝᐒᖅ 

ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓼᓸᐔᐅᒵᒬ ᐃᒩᐝᐙᐖ, ᓲᕌᒵ ᐅᒥᐇᐖ, ᖃᓺᐃᐖ, 

ᐃᐜᕈᐐᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᐝᐚᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ ᐃᒩᐝᐙᒹᒵ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓼᓸᐑᐖ, ᐗᒺᐇᒬ 

ᐉᖃᐔᐅᒰᐞᐖ ᖃᖓᐔᓲᐖ. (bateau) 

"ᓱᖆᐅᐐ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐗᓱᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᕑᐝᐒᖅ ᐈᒲᒬᖅᒺᓼᓸᐔᐅᒹᒵᒬ 

ᐒᖂᐖᐐᓸᐔᐅᒹᒵᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓳᒰᒺᒩᓸᐖ 

ᐈᒲᒬᖅᒺᓼᓸᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐞᐖ ᐒᖂᐖᐐᐠᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐞᒹᒵ, ᓲᕌᒵ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐖ 

ᐉᐐᐝᒺᒹᒵ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᓴᒃᑯᐃᑦ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒧᐖ ᐉᐐᐝᒺᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐉᖃᐔᐅᒰᐞᐖ 

ᒥᑭᒋᐊᑦ. (arme) 

"ᒬᕌᓸᐐᐖ" ᐒᐗᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐆᒩᓸᓽᓺᐅᓸᐖ - ᐍᐍᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖇᐖᐒᐖ, ᐆᒩᓸᐖ 

ᐒᖁᖓᓸᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐉᕈᖅᐍᒹᒳᐇᒬᖆᐖ ᒩᒳᐝᖢᐞᐖ ᖃᒮᐃᐖᐒᐒᐃᒲᒰᐖ -- ᓲᕌᒵ 

ᒩᒲᒭᐖ ᒰᐖᓶᐇᖈᓸᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ - ᐃᒯᓸᒥᙶᖅᐒᐖ. (animal sauvage) 

(d) in respect of the carrying of a trap by a 
person on foot, the trap is inoperable. (règles de transport) 

 
“trap” means any device that is capable of capturing 
animals, alive or dead, and includes a snare or 
deadfall. (piège) 

 
“traverse” means to travel from one location to 
another on foot or by vehicle or vessel without 
stopping, except for emergency purposes or for 
necessary repairs to the vehicle or vessel. 
(traverser) 
 
“vehicle” means any mode of transportation by 
means of which any person or property can be 
transported on land. (véhicule) 
 
“vessel” means any device used or capable of being 
used for transportation on water, including a boat, 
canoe, raft or amphibious vehicle, but excluding an 
aircraft. (bateau) 
 
“weapon” means any thing that is used to cause 
injury or death to a wild animal or that is designed 
or intended to cause such injury or death, including 
a firearm and a bow, and any projectiles for a 
firearm or a bow, but excluding a trap. (arme) 

 
“wild animal” means any individual of the animal 
kingdom that is not — or no longer —domesticated, whether 
living or dead, at any developmental stage — including any 
egg or embryo — and any part or any derivative of an 
individual. (animal sauvage) 
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ᐒᕋᖓᒬᖆᐖ 

2. :1; ᐅᐙᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ ᐒᕋᖓᓸᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒮᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ, 

ᐉᓼᓸᐐᖃᖅᐒᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᒮᐖ 40 ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 41-ᒧᐖ, ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᓳᒮᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐐᐒᐖ ᐃᓱᒩᐞᓺᐅᒹᒵᐐᐝ.  

(2) ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᖅ 3:1;:a;-ᒥ :l;-ᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 4(a) ᐇᒫᒩᒵ (b) 

ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐃᒷᖓ 23:4; ᐒᕋᖓᙱᐖᐒᐖ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᒧᐖ, ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ 

ᐇᖓᓸᖃᖈᓸᒧᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ᒩᒳᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶᒧᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ 

ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐗᒰᐒᐃᒲᒰᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐕᖅᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒧᐖ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᒧᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᓼᓸᓼᓶᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ 

ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᒥᐝ. 

(3) ᐃᒵᒳᓽᓺᖆᐖ ᐕᐏᐙᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ 

ᖃᒮᐃᒳᐅᖅᐐᐖᐐᐖᐔᐃᒳᒩᓼᓸᐑᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᖈᐖ 26:1;-ᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(3)-ᐙᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᓼᓸᐐᖃᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒮᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ 

ᐇᒺᖆᒲᒮᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ ᐉᖃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ. 

(4) ᐅᐙᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ ᐒᕋᖓᙱᐖᐒᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᖈᓸᒮᐖ 

ᐇᖆᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒮᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 41.1:7;-ᐙᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ. 

 

 

APPLICATION 
2. (1) These Regulations apply to parks and, 

subject to sections 40 to 41.1 of the Act, to park reserves as if 

they were parks. 
 
(2) Paragraphs 3(1)(a) to (l) and 4(a) and (b) and 

subsection 23(4) do not apply to a superintendent, a 
park warden or an enforcement officer while they 
are performing functions related to the management 
of the park or to any other person authorized by the 
superintendent while they are performing any of those 
functions for the superintendent. 
 
(3) The provisions of these Regulations that 
prohibit the carrying on of an activity that is 
otherwise prohibited by subsection 26(1) or (3) of 
the Act apply only in respect of wild animals of 
species other than those to which those subsections 
refer. 
 
(4) These Regulations do not apply in respect of 
the activities that are authorized by subsection 
41.1(7) of the Act. 

. 
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(5) ᐔᒩᐝᐙᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᐞᐇᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᒹᒵ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ 

ᒩᒳᐠᐐᓸᒲᒭᕌᒬᖅᐍᐔ, ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᐞᐇᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ 

ᒩᒳᐝᐔᐅᒬᖅᓳᐅᒳᕊᓺᖅᐒᐖ ᒩᒳᐠᐐᙱᒲᒬᖆᒲᒮᐖ: 

(a) ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒬ ᐃᖃᒵᖕᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ; 

(b) ᕏᐖ ᐍᕑᒵ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ; 

(c) ᒥᖓᒲ ᐗᙵᕌᒬ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᓳᒮᐖ ᒺᒮᓲ ᕼᐇ 

ᒩᒳᒐᖆᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(d) ᐠᕈᓵ ᒧᐇᒲ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝ ᒺᒮᓲ ᕼᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᖆᐖ. 

(6) ᒩᒳᐠᐐᙱᐏᐍᐔ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᒺᕌᕍᖕᒮᐖ 

ᐃᒵᐃᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᒐᓸᐝᐒᐖ, ᐕᐏᐙᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ 

ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᒬᖅᓳᓺᓽᐇᖃᕊᓺᖅᐒᐖ ᒩᒳᐠᐐᖆᒲᒬᖆᐖᐐᐠᐖ, ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᐃᒮᐝ 

ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᓺᓽᐇᖃᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ᐛᓸᒺᐐᐖᐐᒰᓺᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᖃᐅᓶᓳᕈᐐᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ 

ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᒐᓸᐝᐒᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᒧᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐕᕈᐐᐞᒺᒩᓺᖓᐠᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 35:2;-ᐙᐖ ᐕᐏᐙᒯᒰ 

ᒩᒳᒐᐐᐠᐖ. 

ᐉᐐᐖᐐᐖᐐᐖᐔᐃᒳᒬᖅ 

ᒬᕌᓸᐑᐖ  

3. (1) ᐃᒮᐝ ᐃᒩᐖᐔᓽᐇᖃᙱᐖᐒᖅ;  

(a) ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐞᐇᖃᖆᐖᐒᖅ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ;  

(b) ᒯᐖᐐᒬᖅ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ; 

(c) ᐉᐕᕌᒬᖅ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᐕᕌᒬᖅ 

ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐉᓺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒬᐝ; 

(d) ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐇᐝᐒᖅᒺᒬᖅ, ᒬᓽᐐᐖᐐᒬᖅ, ᐍᒡᕍᓴᓽᒬᖅ, 

ᒯᐖᐐᒬᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐈᒲᒬᖅᒺᒬᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᒺᒩᒬᖅ 

ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᐌᖅᒺᒩᒵᐞᐖ; 

(e) ᐉᓹᒥᓴᓽᒵᐐᐝ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᐃᖕᒥᒮᙵᐅᐐᐖᐐᒰᓱᖕᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᐃᐐᖅᐐᐖᐐᒰᓱᒡᒵᐐᐝ, 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᒬᐐᐖᐐᒰᓱᒡᒵᐐᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, 

ᖃᒮᐒᐃᒲᒰᐖᐐᐇᖅ 

(i) ᐐᖈᒥᐇᕌᒵᐐᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᙳᐇᒬᐝ ᐉᓹᒥᓴᕈᐐᒬᐝ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐖᐒᒐᒷᖕᒬᐝ, 

(5) In the event of an inconsistency between 
these Regulations and the following regulations, the 
following prevail to the extent of the inconsistency: 

(a) the National Parks of Canada Fishing 
Regulations; 
(b) the Wood Buffalo National Park Game 
Regulations; 
(c) the Mingan Archipelago National Park 
Reserve of Canada Snowshoe Hare Regulations; 

and 
(d) the Gros Morne National Park of Canada Snowshoe 

Hare Regulations. 
 
(6) In the event of an inconsistency between 
these Regulations and the National Parks General 
Regulations, these Regulations prevail to the extent 
of the inconsistency, except that no person 
contravenes these Regulations by carrying on a 
research activity for which they are authorized under 
the National Parks General Regulations or an 
activity for which they have a permit under subsection 35(2) of 
those Regulations. 

 

PROHIBITIONS 

WILD ANIMALS 

 
3. (1) No person shall 

(a) hunt wild animals in a park; 
(b) remove wild animals from a park; 
(c) possess wild animals in a park or possess 
wild animals that have been taken from a park; 
(d) in a park, touch, feed, disturb, move, harass 

or harm wild animals or hold wild animals in 
captivity; 
(e) entice wild animals to approach them in a 
park or to enter into the park, or entice wild 
animals to leave a park, by any means including 

(i) holding or setting out decoys or other similar 
devices, (ii) holding or setting out food that can be 
consumed by wild animals, or other bait of any 
kind, or 
(iii) using calls or creating sounds to attract 
wild animals; 

(f) bring and release wild animals into a park; 
(g) in a park, possess any poison, poisonous 
substance, gas, narcotic or drug that can be used 
for the purpose of capturing, injuring or killing 
wild animals; 
(h) disturb, alter, destroy or move in a park, or 
remove from a park, all or any part of a nest, lair, 
den, roost, beaver lodge or dam or any other type 
of dwelling place for wild animals; 
(i) use a dog for the purpose of hunting wild 
animals in a park; 
(j) communicate, by any means, the location of a 
wild animal in a park to any other person in or 
outside the park if either of the persons is hunting 
in or outside the park; 
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(ii) ᐐᐠᒥᐇᕌᒵᒬ ᐃᒳᐅᖅᐛᐃᒵᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒬᕿᒬᐝ 

ᒬᓽᓺᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᒺᖆᒲᒬᐝ 

ᒰᓽᐇᒬᐝ ᖃᒮᐃᐖᐒᐒᐃᒲᒰᕌᒬᐝ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(iii) ᐇᐒᕌᒵᐐᐝ ᒬᐏᒳᐇᓼᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒬᐏᒳᐇᒰᓱᖕᒬᖅ 

ᐉᓹᒥᓴᓽᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ; 

(f) ᒰᐝᓳᕌᒬᖅ ᓳᐏᐙᐃᒬᕌᒵ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ; 

(g) ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐉᒺᒩᒬᖅ ᐒᖁᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ, ᐒᖁᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ 

ᓱᕌᕊᖕᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ, ᐅᖅᓱᐇᒵᖕᒬᐝ, ᐈᖓᓻᕌᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ 

ᐐᐠᒺᓼᓸᐔᐅᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ, ᐇᒲᒬᖅᒺᐠᐔᐅᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐒᖂᐖᐐᓼᓸᐔᐅᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ; 

(h) ᐍᒡᕍᓴᓽᒬᖅ, ᐇᒺᓼᓷᒬᖅ, ᓱᕈᖅᒺᒬᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒯᐖᐐᒬᖅ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐐᐠᒺᒬᖅ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᕌᒵ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒭᐖᐒᒬᐝ, ᐃᒵᐃᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒷᐃᒲᒰᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐅᐏᒵᓽᓺᐅᓸᒬᐝ, ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ ᐃᒬᐞᓺᐅᕑᐝᐒᒬᐝ, ᒺᐐᒬᐝ, 

ᐍᒥᐅᖅᐒᒲᒮᐖ ᐇᖆᕌᕊᓽᓺᐅᓸᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᖃᒮᐃᐖᐒᐒᐃᒲᒰᕌᒬᐝ ᐇᖆᕌᕊᓽᓺᐅᕑᐝᐒᒬᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ; 

(i) ᐇᐒᕌᒬᕌᐝ ᕿᒫᒥᕌᒬᐝ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᐐᐞᒵᐞᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ;  

(j) ᐒᓳᐅᒩᖃᐖᐔᐅᐐᒬᖅ, ᖃᒮᐒᐃᒲᒰᐖᐐᐇᖅ, ᒰᒭᒫᒩᖔᐔ ᐆᒩᓸᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐗᒰᐒᐃᒲᒰᒧᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒦᐖᐒᒮᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒦᖆᐖᐒᒮᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒰᒳᐇᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐝᐍᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᐃᒵᐇᒬ ᒺᒷᐕᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ; 

(k) ᒺᕿᒬᖅ ᒬᐉᒷᐅᐐᒲᒰᐠ ᓳᖅᐗᒷᐅᐐᒲᒰᐠᒵ, ᐃᐙᒩᐐᐖᐐᒬᖅ 

ᖃᐅᒩᐔᓸᒥᐝ ᓳᙱᒬᒳᖕᒥ 4.5 V ᐅᖓᐕᒬ ᒰᒬᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᒰᓸᖅᐔᐅᒐᓸᐝᐒᒬ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(l) ᕿᒩᐃᒬᖅ ᑕᐃᒩᑐᐃᓆᖅ ᐛᒩᐞᓺᐅᓼᓻᖆᐖᐒᒬᐝ ᒬᕿᒬᐝ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓱᒰᐒᐃᒲᒰᕌᒬᐝ ᒬᓽᓺᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ 

ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ, ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᒬᕿᐅᓸᖅ ᐇᒺᖆᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᒩᐃᑕᐅᑉᐸᑕ 

(i) ᐒᖅᐙᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᐝᐍᐔ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᖕᒧᐖ 

ᒩᐒᐃᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᒥᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐅᐏ, 

ᐅᒥᐇᐏ, ᖃᖓᐔᓲᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᖁᐔᐅᒺᕝᕍᖓᒬ, 

(ii) ᒰᐍᓸᕌᒧᐖ ᐃᒳᓺᐅᐝᐍᐔ, ᐐᐗᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᙱᒹᒵᐐᐝ 

ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

:iii; ᐒᖅᐙᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒵᐐᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ ᐇᐝᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᒥ ᐌᕌᒥ 

ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᒧᐖ. 

(k) between sunset and sunrise, shine a portable 
light having a voltage greater than 4.5 V in any 
area in a park frequented by wild animals; or 
(l) leave unattended in a park any food or other 
thing that can be consumed by wild animals, 
unless the food or other thing is 
(i) stored in a container that cannot be opened 
by wild animals, or in a compartment of a 
vehicle, a vessel or an aircraft, 
(ii) placed on a pole, where it cannot be 
accessed by wild animals, or 
(iii) stored using an animal-proof container 
provided by the superintendent. 
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(2) ᐔᐃᒩᐅᒐᒵᐇᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᐃᒷᖓ :1;, ᐃᒮᐝ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᖃᒮᐃᐖᐒᐒᐃᒲᒰᕌᒬᐝ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᒐᓸᐝᐒᒬᐝ ᐛᐉᓺᐅᐖᐔᐃᒳᓼᓸᐐᐝᓳᒬᐝ 

ᕿᐖᐒᓽᐇᒮᐖ ᐃᐠᐖᐔᕌᒮᐖ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒮᒰᖃᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᖃᒮᐃᐖᐒᐒᐃᒲᒰᕌᒬᐝ ᒥᑭᒋᐊᓂᒃ ᐒᖁᐐᓸᐐᐝᓳᒬᐝ ᐇᕍᙵᕌᒬᐝ 

ᖁᐉᕈᒬᐝ ᐃᒡᒵᐞᓺᐅᓸᒭᐖᐍᐔ. 

(3) ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐇᖆᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᒬᕿᖃᕍᐅᓸᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ, ᐇᒺᖆᐖᐐᐠᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥ :1;:l;-ᒥ, ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᒱᒫᒩᐝᓳᖅᐍᐖ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ 

ᐇᒺᖓ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᐇᕌᒵᒬ ᐃᒮᖕᒮᐖ  ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ 

ᐉᐖᐔᐃᒳᓸᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐞᐖ ᒬᕿᒬᐝ ᐅᓼᓶᖅᐒᖅᐔᐅᖆᐖᐒᒬᐝ.  

ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐖᐒᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐇᐐᒳᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ 

ᐃᓱᒩᐔᖓᐔ ᐐᐐᕊᕌᕍᖓᒬ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

 

(a) ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᖃᐅᓶᐞᐇᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᕍᐅᐏ ᐐᐐᕊᕌᕍᖓᒬ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(b) ᐃᐐᖅᐔᕌᕍᐅᕑᐝᐒᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ. 

 

ᓱᖆᐅᐐᐖ ᐘᓺᖃᐖᐔᒹᒵ   

4.  ᐃᒮᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, 

(a) ᐉᒺᒩᐐᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ, ᒰᖕᒩᐠᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᖅ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᕈᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ 

ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓱᖆᐅᒥᐝ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒰᐝᓳᕈᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ 

ᕿᒩᐃᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓱᖆᐅᒥᐝ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᒥᒬ, ᐅᒥᐇᕌᒥ 

ᖃᖓᐔᓲᕌᒥᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᐃᒮᐝ ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᓱᖆᐅᒥᐝ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥ 

ᒰᐅᐝᐚᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᐒᖅᐍᐔ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ 

ᒩᒳᐖᐐᐇᖅᐍᐔ; 

(b) ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ, ᒰᖕᒩᐠᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᖅ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒥᑭᒋᐊᓂᒃ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᕿᒩᐃᓸᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᐖ  ᒥᑭᒋᐊᓂᒃ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᒫᒥ, ᐅᒥᐇᕌᒥ ᖃᖓᐔᓱᒥ, 

ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᐉᒺᒩᐝᐍᐖ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᐠᒥᐝ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒬᐝ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐇᐒᖅᐍᐔ ᒰᐅᐝᐚᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒩᒳᐖᐐᐇᖅᐍᐔ 

ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

(c) ᒬᐅᕍᐇᐝᓳᖃᕈᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ, ᒬᐅᕍᐇᐝᓳᖃᕈᒩᒬᕌᒥᐝ 

ᐅᖃᕈᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ, ᓳᖅᐗᐐᐖᐐᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ 

ᒬᐅᕍᐇᐝᓳᖃᕌᒬᐇᕌᒬᕊᕌᒵᒬ, ᒬᐅᕍᕈᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᖅ, ᒬᐅᕍᕈᒩᒵᒬ 

ᐇᓺᖅᐒᐃᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ, ᐗᐌᐐᖃᕈᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ,  

 

 

 

 

(2) Despite subsection (1), a person may use any 
reasonable method of personal protection against 
biting or stinging insects in a park, and a resident 
may use any reasonable method to trap and dispose of mice, 
rats and ants that are in their residence. 

 

 
(3) The superintendent may authorize the use in 
a park of any alternate food storage measure, in 
addition to the food storage measures listed in 
paragraph (1)(l), if the superintendent is satisfied 
that the alternate measure will protect the public 
from wild animals by preventing them from 
accessing unattended food. In such a case, the 
superintendent shall post signage in this regard at 
the park warden’s office and at 
( 

a) park information centres or park 
administration offices; or 
 
(b) common entrances to the park. 

 
WEAPONS AND TRAPS 

 
4. No person shall, in a park, 

 
(a) be in possession of, carry or use a weapon, or 
transport or leave a weapon in a vehicle, a vessel 
or an aircraft, except that a person may be in 
possession of and transport a weapon in a vehicle 
if they are using an approved route and they 
comply with the transporting rules; 
 
(b) be in possession of, carry or use a trap, or 
transport or leave a trap in a vehicle, a vessel or 
an aircraft, except that a person may be in 
possession of and transport a trap in a vehicle if 
they are using an approved route and they comply 
with the transporting rules; or 
 
(c) sell, offer for sale, expose for sale, buy, offer 
to buy, solicit, barter, exchange, give or send, within the park, 
a weapon or a trap, or deliver or transport a weapon or a trap 
for any of those purposes. 
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ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒲᒰᖆᐖᐒᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐅᒹᒷᖅᐐᐖᐐᓸᒲᒰᐞᐖᐒᖅ, 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒬᐝ, 

ᐇᓼᓺᖅᒺᒵᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐅᒹᒷᖅᐐᐖᐐᒵᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒬᐝ 

ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐔᒩᐝᐙᐇ ᐉᓼᓸᐐᐞᒵᐞᐖ. 

ᒱᒫᒩᐞᓺᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ 

ᒬᕌᓸᐑᐖ 

5. :1; ᐃᒮᐝ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᒳᐇᕈᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐍᐍᐖᐐᒵᒬ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐃᒩᐃᐏᐍᐖ 

(a) ᐃᐝᐉᐠᓱᐖᐐᐇᕌᒵᒬ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒥᐝ, ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᐍᐖ  

:i; ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐉᕈᖅᐒᐖ 

ᓳᐋᒲᐇᒬᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐐᖆᐖᐐᐠᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᖆᐖᐐᐠᐖ ᒮᒰᕌᓸᐇᕌᒥ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥᒵ ᒮᒰᒴᐖ ᐗᐌᐐᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᖆᒲᒮᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ, 

:ii; ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐒᒬᓺᐅᓸᒥᐝ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᒯᐛᐔᖃᐖᐔᖅᐒᐖ ᐐᖕᒥᐇᐖ 

ᐉᖁᓺᖓᐖᐐᐠᐖ, 1994-ᒥ ᓳᖅᐗᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ, 

:iii; ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐅᒵᓽᐇᒰᖅᐒᒦᐖᐒᐖ 

ᒬᕌᓸᐐᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᖓᐠᐖ, 

:iv; ᐇᖈᒰᓱᖕᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᒮᒰᒳᐅᐏ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐇᕍᐝᐒᖅᒺᒩᓹᐏ ᒮᒰᖓᒬ 

ᐒᖁᐔᐅᕝᕍᐅᒷᐅᖅᐒᒥ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

:v; ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᓯᒍᕈᒥᒃ, ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᒮᒰᒳᖕᒧᐖ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐒᖁᐔᐅᕝᕍᐅᒷᐅᖅᐒᒥ, ᐒᕋᖓᒹᒵᒬ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒧᐖ 

ᐉᓺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒧᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(b) ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒥᐝ ᐃᒮᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᒳᐇᕈᓼᓶᐝᐍᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐉᒺᒩᒬᐇᖅᐍᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒥᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐃᒩᒲᒰᐃᒲᒬᐇᕌᒵᐠ 

(i) ᐇᖆᕌᕊᒥᒯᕈᐐᒬᐇᕌᒵᐠ, 

(ii; ᒰᒧᙵᐅᐐᐝᐍᐠ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐊᖁᑎᒃᑯᑦ, 

:iii; ᒬᐅᕍᐇᐝᓳᓽᒬᐇᖅᐍᐠ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᐝᐙᐖ 

ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒮᐖ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᖃᖅᐒᐝᐙᐖ 

ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐎᒲᕝ ᒮᒰᖓᒬ, 

ᒰᖕᒥᒬᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᖃᕌᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐎᒲᕝ 

ᒮᒰᖓᐠᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

:iv; ᐆᒩᓸᖅ ᐇᒩᐅᒳᕌᓸᐇᖈᐝᐍᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᒡᐞᐇᕌᓹᐝᐍᐖ, 

ᒮᒰᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓼᓸᓼᓺᐅᒵᒬ ᒥᖓᒲ ᐇᕌᒺᐉᒷᐠ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXCEPTIONS 

WILD ANIMALS 
5. (1) A person may bring a wild animal into a 

park and be in possession of it in the park if 
 

(a) in respect of the animal, the person is the 
holder of 

(i) a permit issued under the Wild Animal and 
Plant Protection and Regulation of 
International and Interprovincial Trade Act, 
 
(ii) a permit issued under the Migratory Birds 
Convention Act, 1994, 
 
(iii) a permit issued under the Species at Risk 
Act, 
 
(iv) a hunting licence or permit issued by the 
province in which the animal was killed, or 
 
(v) a hunting tag, issued by the province in 
which the animal was killed, that has been 
affixed to the animal; and 
 

(b) the person is bringing the animal into the 
park and is in possession of it there for the 
purpose of 

(i) bringing it to their residence, 
 
(ii) transporting it on an approved route, 
 
(iii) selling it under the authority of a business 
licence issued under the National Parks of 
Canada Businesses Regulations or, in the town 
of Banff, under the authority of a business 
licence issued by the Town of Banff, or 
 
(iv) if the animal is an Eider or Long-Tailed 
Duck, traversing Mingan Archipelago National 
Park Reserve of Canada in a vehicle. 
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(2) ᐃᒮᐝ, ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐒᒬᓺᐅᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᒺᐇᕌᒵᒬ 

ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒥᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᒺᒷᐕᒬᙶᖅᐒᒥᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐍᐍᐖᐐᒵᒬ 

ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒥᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐉᓼᓸᐐᐞᒵᐠ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᖅ 

ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ (1)(b)-ᐚᐖ ᐃᒮᐝ ᐉᒺᒩᐝᐍᐖ 

(a) ᒐᕑᒩᐒᖃᐝᐙᒲᒬ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒳᐅᐏ ᐇᕍᐝᐒᖅᒺᒩᓹᐏ 

ᐛᒰᐔᐅᐏ ᐃᒵᐇᒬ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒧᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒥ ᐉᕝᕍᐅᒷᐅᖅᐒᒧᐖ 

ᐒᖁᐔᐅᕝᕍᐅᒷᐅᖅᐒᒧᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(b) ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐉᒺᒩᐝᐐᒵᒬ ᐇᐐᒳᐅᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐆᒩᓸᕌᒥ 

ᖃᐃᐖᐐᒷᐅᖅᐒᒧᐖ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᐙᒬᙵ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒬᐝ 

ᐃᒵᒳᖃᕌᒵᒬ, ᐔᐃᓺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ, 

(i; ᐅᐏᒵᖓ ᒰᒬᒵ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᒺᐇᖅ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒩᒬᒩᖓᐖ, 

(ii) ᐇᐐᖅ ᐒᕋᕈᐐᖓᒵ ᐒᒬᒺᒷᐅᖅᐓᐏ, 

(iii) ᐇᐐᖅ ᐒᕋᕈᐕᒵ ᐒᒬᓺᐅᒷᐅᖅᐓᐏ, 

:iv; ᒱᓳᐅᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᖅ ᐒᖁᐔᐅᒷᐅᕌᒬᖓᒮᐖ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ  

:v; ᓱᒰᐅᐏᒩᖓᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐ ᐇᕌᒰᒹᒶᖕᒩᖔᐖ 

ᐇᖈᓳᒹᒶᒫᒩᖔᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒬᕌᓸᐐ. 

(3) ᐗᐙᒵᐝᐕᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖃᖅᐒᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(2)-ᐙᐖ ᐍᐍᐖᐐᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ ᐔᒩᐒᒥᙵ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ - 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒫᒥᐝ, ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒥᐝ, ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ, ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ, 

ᒰᒳᐇᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ - ᖃᒮᐃᒳᐅᕈᐔᐅᓸᖅ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᖅ 

ᐉᒳᓽᐇᓽᐐᒹᒵᒬᐅᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᓳᖅᐗᐐᖃᐖᐔᕌᒵᐠ 

ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐠ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᐔᐅᓺᕋᖓᐖ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᒧᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᐃᓱᒩᐔᖓᒮᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒩᒳᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶᒧᐖ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(2) A person may, in a park, receive as a gift a 
wild animal that has been taken from outside the 
park and be in possession of the animal in the park 
for a purpose described in paragraph (1)(b) if the 

person has 
 

(a) a copy of the federal or provincial permit or 
licence under the authority of which the animal 
was killed; and 
 
(b) a statement signed by the person who gave 
the animal as a gift setting out the following 
information, namely, 
 

(i) the day on which and location where the 
gift was given, 
(ii) the name and address of the person who 
gave the animal as a gift, 
(iii) the name and address of the recipient of 
the gift, 
(iv) the number of the permit or licence under 
the authority of which the animal was killed, 
and 

(v) the species and gender of the animal. 

 

 

(3) Every person who is authorized under 
subsection (1) or (2) shall carry their documentation 
— permit, licence, hunting tag, statement, as the 
case may be — when they are carrying on the 
authorized activity and produce it for examination 
on request by the superintendent or a park warden 
or enforcement officer. 
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ᓱᖆᐅᐐᐖ ᒥᑭᒋᐊᓗ 

    ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐐᐠᐖ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐖᐐᐖ 

6. ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᖅ 4:a; ᐒᕋᖓᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᒮᐖ 

ᐉᓶᐖᒺᕊᐅᐐᒮᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ. 

ᑲᓇᑕᒥ ᐅᓐᓇᑕᖅᑐᓴᐃᑦ ᑲᒪᒋᒋᐊᓕᒥᓂᒃ ᑲᒪᓂᖏᑦ 

7. ᓆᓗᓆᐃᓯᒩᔫᖅ 4(ᐊ) ᐊᑐᖏᑐᖅ ᐄᓚᒋᔬᐅᔪᓅᑦ ᑲᓆᑕᒥ  

ᐅᓆᑕᑐᓴᐅᔪᓅᑦ ᐊᔪᕈᓂᓴᖅᑎᓗᒋᑦ ᐃᕐᒃᖃᓆᐃᔬᕆᐊᓪᓕᒥᓂᒃ 

ᒥᕐᖑᐃᓯᕐᕕᒥ ᑕᓐᓆ ᒥᓂᓯᑕ ᐊᖏᓯᒩᓂᖅᐸᑦ ᑎᓕᓯᓗᓂ ᒥᓂᓯᑕᒋᔬᐅᔪᒥᒃ 

ᐅᓐᓆᑕᑐᓴᓄᑦ ᒥᕐᖑᐃᓯᕐᕕᒥ ᑕᐃᒩᐃᖁᔨᓗᓂ. 

 

ᐃᖃᒵᖕᒬᐇᕈᐑᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᐑᒹᒵ ᐉᖁᐐᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᖃᐅᒩᒵᐐᐝ 

ᖄᖅᐔᖅᐒᒬᐝ ᒬᐅᕍᐇᐝᓳᖃᕌᒬᖅ 

8. ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᖅ 4:c; ᐒᕋᖓᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᐃᒮᖕᒧᐖ ᒬᐅᕍᐇᐝᓳᖃᖃᐖᐔᖅᐒᒧᐖ 

ᐃᖃᒵᖕᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᐐᒬᐝ ᐉᖁᐐᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᖄᖅᐔᖅᐒᒬᐝ 

ᖃᐅᒫᒩᒹᒷᐠᐐᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᒩᒳᐝᖢᐠ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺ 

ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᖅ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒮᐖ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᒴᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᖓᐖᐐᐠᐖ. 

ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᖅ 

9. ᒰᒮᕌᒥ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐐᐖ ᐃᒩᐃᐠᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ, ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐍᐖ 

ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 16:1;-ᐙᐖ, ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ, 

ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒵᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ 

ᒰᒵᒰᐃᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᒺᒥᒬᐝ 

ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᒥᒬᐝ ᐛᒩᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ 

ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖅᐐᐅᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐖ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐠᒰᕌᒬᕊᐃᐝᐍᐖ. 

ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᖅ ᒮᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒺᒩᒵᒬ 

10. ᐃᒮᐝ ᒮᒰᒧᕈᓶᒺᒩᐠᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒥᐝ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐒᖅ, ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ 

ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᐠᒬ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 16:1;-ᐙᐖ, ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ, ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒵᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᒰᒵᒰᐃᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᒺᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ 

ᒮᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒺᒩᒵᐐᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᒮᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒺᒩᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᖓ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐠᒰᕌᒬᕊᐃᐝᐍᐖ. 

 

ᓳᐋᓺᐅᒺᒩᕌᒬᖅ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐐᐖ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐐᒵᐞᐖ 

11. ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐐᐔᖃᙱᐐᒹᒵᐠ, ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒳᖕᒮᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 

16(1)-ᐙᐖ, ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᒬᐝ, ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᒩᒳᒡᒵᒬ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐃᖕᒥᒮᐖ ᐒᒬᓺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐇᐛᐅᖆᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ 

ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᕑᐝᐒᐝᐙᐖ, ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᐠᐐᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 

16(1)-ᐙᐖ, 

WEAPONS AND TRAPS 

Armoured Car Guards 

 
6. Paragraph 4(a) does not apply to a bonded 

armoured car service guard during the exercise of 

their duties in a park. 

 
Canadaian Forces Sovereignty Operations 
7. Paragragh 4(a) does not apply to members of the Canadian Forces 

during the exercise of their duties as part of sovereignity operations 

in a park in the case where the Minister has entered into an 

agreement with the Minister of National Defence to permit those 

operations in the park. 

 
Fishing and Hunting Equipment and Fireworks Sales 

 
8. Paragraph 4(c) does not apply to a person who 

is selling fishing or hunting equipment or fireworks 
in a park in accordance with a business licence 
issued under the National Parks of Canada Businesses 
Regulations. 

 

 

Bear Monitoring 

 
9. A bear monitor may, if they are the holder of a 
permit issued under subsection 16(1), carry, 
transport or use the firearm identified in the permit 
for self-protection and the protection of others from 
bears while they are carrying out the duties of a bear 
monitor in the park to which their permit applies. 

 
 
 
Protection During Guiding  
 

10. A person who holds a guiding licence may, if 

they are the holder of a permit issued under 
subsection 16(1), carry, transport or use the firearm 
identified in their permit for self-protection and the 
protection of others from bears while they are 
guiding in the park to which their guiding licence and permit 
apply. 

 

Protection During Research Activities  
 
11. In the event that there are no bear monitors, 

to whom permits have been issued under subsection 
16(1), available to provide protection, a person who 
is carrying out research activities in a park in 
accordance with a permit issued under the National 
Parks General Regulations may, if they are the holder of a 
permit issued under subsection 16(1), carry, transport or use  
 



ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ, ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐅᕝᕑᒵᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᒰᒵᒰᐃᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ 

ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᒺᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ 

ᖃᐅᓶᓳᒬᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ 

ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐠᒲᒰᕌᒬᕊᐃᐝᐍᐖ. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the firearm identified in that permit for self-protection and the 
protection of others from bears while they are carrying on the 
research activities in the park to which both permits apply..
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ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐅᒰᐔᖅᐒᐝᓳᐖ ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᓼᓸᐐᖓ 

12. ᒥᒬᓵᐔᐅᓸᖅ ᐇᖆᖃᐐᖃᖅᒺᒩᐝᐍᐖ ᐅᒰᐔᖅᐒᐝᓳᒳᓽᓶᐝᐙᐖ 

ᒥᒬᓵᐔᖓᒬᐝ ᐛᒩᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᖆᒲᒮᐖ ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᓼᓸᒥᐝ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᐅᒰᐔᖅᐒᐝᓳᐝᐐᐠᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᐅᒰᐔᖅᐒᐝᓳᒬᙶᖅᐒᐖ, ᐛᒩᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᐝᓳᒥᒬᐝ 

ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᓼᓸᐐᖆᐖᐐᐠᐖ, ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᒬᐝ ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ 

ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᓳᐋᒲᐇᒬᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᒺᒥᒬᐝ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ. 

ᒮᒰᒴᖕᒥᐅᐔᐃᐖ 

13. ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒳᓺᖅᐔᐃᒳᒩᒲᒰᐅᓸᖅ 

ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒳᓺᖅᐔᐃᒳᒩᒲᒰᐅᓸᕌᒵ ᐒᕋᖓᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᐃᒮᖕᒮᐖ ᒮᒰᖃᐒᒮᐖ 

ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒬᐝ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒬᐝ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᒥᒮᙵᐅᓼᓶᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᐃᒡᒵᒥᒬ 

ᐃᒡᒵᖓᐔ ᒺᒷᐕᒭᐖᐒᒮᐖ, ᐐᐗᐝᐍᒹᒳᐇᐍᐖᒵᒬᐖ. 

        ᒥᖓᒲ ᐇᕌᒺᐉᒷᐠ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝ 

14.   :1; ᐃᒮᐝ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᓸᒥᐝ 

ᐇᐕᐠᐖ  ᐐᖕᒥᐇᐖ ᒯᐛᐔᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᖆᒲᒮᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ, 1994-ᒥ 

ᓳᖅᐗᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐅᒹᒵᒬ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᕌᒬᖆᒲᒮᐖ 

ᐇᒩᐅᒳᕌᒐᕌᒬᐝ ᐇᒡᐞᓸᖕᒬᒡᒵ ᒮᒰᒥ ᐇᐗᐇᒬ ᒩᖓᒲ ᐇᕌᒺᐉᒷᐠ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ, ᐇᖈᒰᓱᖕᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᓼᓸᐔᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ, ᐃᖆᕌᕊᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐔᐃᐙᙵ ᐅᐐᒧᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ , 

ᐃᖆᕌᕊᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᓸᒬᐝ ᒩᒳᐖᐐᐇᐒᐇᖅᐍᐔ, ᖁᐗᐅᐐᒳᓺᕌᒵᐐᐝ 

ᖃᕌᓸᕌᒬᒡᒵ  ᐇᖈᒰᓱᖕᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᖈᓸᐝᐙᐖ. 

:2; ᐔᒩᕌᒥᐝ ᐃᒮᐃᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ 

ᐍᐍᐖᐐᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᖕᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖆᒲᒬᐝ 

ᐃᖆᕌᕊᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐔᐙᐐᐖᐐᕑᒡᒵᐐᐝ 

ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖅᐔᐅᒬᐇᒳᕋᖓᒥᐝ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᕌᕍᐅᓺᕋᖓᒥᐝ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐅᕝᓺᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᖆᓸᕊᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒩᒳᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶᒧᐖ. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canadian Forces Sovereignty Operations  
 
12. If the Minister has entered into an agreement 

with the Minister of National Defence to permit the 
carrying out of sovereignty operations by the 
Canadian Forces in a park, members of the 
Canadian Forces may, while they are exercising 
their duties as part of those operations, use a firearm 

for self-protection and the protection of others from bears. 

 

Residences 

 
13. The prohibition against carrying a weapon 

or a trap does not apply to a person who is carrying 
a weapon or a trap directly from a residence to a vehicle that is 
parked at the residence, or vice versa 

 
 
 
 
Mingan Archipelago National Park Reserve of Canada 
 
14. (1) A person who is the holder of a permit 
issued under the Migratory Birds Convention Act, 
1994 that authorizes them to hunt Eider or Long- 

Tailed Ducks in the area adjacent to Mingan 
Archipelago National Park Reserve of Canada may, 
for the purpose of that hunting activity, traverse the 
park reserve in a vehicle to or from that area and, if 
they comply with the transporting rules, be in 
possession of a firearm and projectiles for the purpose of that 

hunting activity. 
 
(2) Every person referred to in subsection (1) 
shall carry their hunting permit with them when 
they are traversing the park reserve and shall 
produce it for examination on request by the 
superintendent or a park warden or enforcement officer.
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ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐑᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐑᒹᒵ 

                     ᓱᖆᐅᐑᐖ  ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒹᒵ 

15. (1) ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ, ᐃᒮᖕᒥᐝ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᖅᐒᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ, ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖆᕌᒵᐠ ᐃᒩᐃᒳᐅᕈᐐᐝᓳᐝᒥᐝ 

(a) ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒲᒬᐝ ᐉᓱᒡᒵᒬ, 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐅᒹᒷᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᐖ, ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒶᐠᐐᐝ ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ 

ᐗᖈᒹᒳᖅᐎᐝᐙᐖ ᒮᒰᐕᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᒳᐇᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐘᒰᐅᓼᓺᐝᓳᕊᓱᐝᐐᐅᒵᒬ ᐇᐗᒴᓸᒥᐝ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐞᐇᖅᐐᐖᐐᐝᐍᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᒵᒬ 

ᐇᐅᒷᕍᐝ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐒᐝᐒ ᒮᕌᕊᐃᐖ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐝᐐᒲᒬᐇᖅᐔᒬᒵ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᖃᕌᒩᐖ ᒮᒰ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐒᕋᒹᒷᐖᐕᖅᐒᐓᖕᒩᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᒡᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᒺᒷᐕᒬ; 

(b) ᒰᐝᓳᕌᒵᒬ ᓱᖆᐅᒥ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᓱᒡᒵᒬ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐇᐅᒹᒷᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᐘᓺᖃᐖᐔᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐃᒯᐝᐍᐖ ᒮᒰᕏᐖ ᒮᒰᐕᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐐᒳᐇᖓᐠᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐘᒰᐅᓼᓺᐝᓳᕊᓱᐝᐐᐅᒵᒬ ᐇᐗᒴᓸᒥᐝ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐞᐇᖅᐐᐖᐐᐝᐍᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᒵᒬ 

ᒺᕌᒥᒳᐝ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ, ᐇᐅᓸᐃᐖᐒᖅ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᖁᐖᐐᖕᒬᖅᐎᖅ ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐝᐐᒲᒬᐇᖅᐔᒬᒵ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᖃᕌᐍᐖ ᒮᒰ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐒᕋᒹᒷᐖᐕᖅᐒᐓᖕᒩᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᒡᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᒺᒷᐕᒬ; 

(c) ᐇᓼᓺᖅᒺᒵᒬ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᒥᐗᐞᐇᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᓼᓺᐅᒬᐇᕈᐐᐝ ᐘᒰᐅᓼᓺᐝᓳᖅᐐᒧᐖ ᐇᐗᒴᓸᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐞᐇᖅᐐᐖᐐᕑᐝᐒᒥᐝ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᓸᒥᐝ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ :a;-ᐙᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ :b;-ᐙᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐉᖃᐐᐞᓺᐅᒵᐐᐝ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶᒧᐖ 

ᐃᖆᕌᕊᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᖅᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᒡᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᐅᐐᒧᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ;  

(d) ᐇᓼᓺᖅᒺᒵᒬ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᐘᓺᖃᐖᐔᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐐᖕᒥᓲᐝᐙᐖ ᒥᐒᐇᖅᐍᐖ 

ᖃᖓᐖᐔᕌᒬᖓᒮᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒰᐅᐝᐚᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐃᒵᐃᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐒᕋᒹᒷᐖᐕᖅᐒᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

 

PERMITS AND AUTHORIZATIONS 

   WEAPONS AND TRAPS 
 
15. (1) The superintendent may, on application 

by a person, issue a permit or an authorization that 
will allow them 
 

(a) to carry a weapon or a trap while on foot, or 
to transport a weapon or a trap in a vehicle or a 
vessel, if they are an Inuvialuk within the 
meaning of the Inuvialuit Final Agreement and a 
commercial sport hunting guide who must 
traverse Aulavik National Park of Canada or 
Tuktut Nogait National Park of Canada with their 
clients because it is the sole means of access or 
the most direct route to a hunting area outside the 
park; 
 
(b) to carry a weapon or a trap while on foot, or 
to transport a weapon or a trap in a vehicle or a 
vessel, if they are an Inuk within the meaning of 
the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement and a 
commercial sport hunting guide who must 
traverse Sirmilik National Park of Canada, 
Auyuittuq National Park of Canada or 
Quttinirpaaq National Park of Canada with their 
clients because it is the sole means of access or 
the most direct route to a hunting area outside the 
park; 
 
(c) to transport a weapon or a trap in a vehicle or 
a vessel if they are the client of a commercial 
sport hunting guide referred to in paragraph (a) or 
(b) and they are accompanied by the guide while 

they traverse the park to or from the hunting area; 
 
(d) to transport a weapon or a trap in an aircraft 
from the moment that it lands to the moment that 
it is in the air while taking off at a location in a park that 
provides access to a route that is the sole or most direct 
means of access to a location, private or public road or 
waterway outside the park; or 
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ᒰᖕᒥᒬᓽᓺᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᐏᖁᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒮᐃᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐏᖁᐐᖓᒮᐖ 

ᐃᒩᖃᕌᕍᖓᒮᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᒺᒷᐕᒬ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(e) ᒰᐝᓳᕌᒬᖅ ᓱᖆᐅᐐᒥ ᐘᓺᖃᐖᐔᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᓱᒡᒵᐐᐝ ᒰᐅᐝᐚᕌᕍᐞᓺᖓ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒵᐃᐖᐒᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐒᕋᒹᒷᐖᐕᖅᐍᐖ ᐃᒬᐞᓺᐅᓸᒧᐖ, ᐃᖕᒥᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖁᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᒧᐖ 

ᐃᒮᖕᒮᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖁᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᒧᐖ ᐃᒩᖃᕌᕍᖕᒧᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ 

ᒺᒷᐕᒬ. 

 

(2) ᐃᒮᐝ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᓸᖅ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ :1;:a;-ᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ (b)-ᒥ 

ᐒᒬᒺᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ, ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᐐᒥᒬᐝ ᐉᖃᐔᐅᐐᐖᐐᒵᐐᐝ, ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐐᒥᒬᐝ 

ᐘᒰᐅᓺᒳᐅᕌᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᐗᒴᓸᒧᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᐐᐞᒬᐇᕌᒵᐠ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᒡᕍᖕᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ 

ᒺᒷᐕᒬ. 

(3) ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᐠᐐᒥᐝ 

ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ ᒰᐝᓳᕈᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ ᐘᓺᖃᐖᐔᒥᐝ ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᕈᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ ᐘᓺᖃᐖᐔᒥᐝ ᐉᓱᒡᒵᐐᐝ 

ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ᒩᒳᖕᒬᐇᖅᐒᖅ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᒳᐅᕌᒵᒬ. 

(4) ᒩᒳᐝᖢᐠ ᐃᒷᖓ :5;, ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒵ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ ᒰᐝᓳᕈᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ ᓱᖆᐅᒥᐝ 

ᒮᒰᒺᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᒥᐇᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᕈᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ ᓱᖆᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐉᓱᒡᒵᐐᐝ ᒩᒳᖕᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᒳᐅᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ. 

(5) ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒵ 

ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᓸᒥᐝ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓹᐏ :1;:a;-ᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ :b;-ᐙᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐕᕈᐐᐞᒺᒩᓺᖓ ᒰᐝᓳᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᒬᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐞᒬᐇᕌᒵᒬᐅᐝ 

ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 16:1;-ᐙᐖ. 

ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐖ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐑᐖ 

16. (1) ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ, ᐒᐝᒺᕊᕌᕍᐅᒵᒬ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖅᐐᒧᐖ, 

ᒮᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᖃᐖᐔᖅᐒᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒳᖕᒧᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᕈᐔᐅᓸᒧᐖ 

ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒧᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᒬ 8, 9, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 10-ᐙᐖ ᐔᒩᐝᐙᒮᙵ 

ᐇᐝᐒᐇᒬᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ 15:1;:a;-ᐙᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(b)-ᐙᐖ, ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ 

(e) to carry a weapon or a trap while they 

traverse a park on foot if their route through the 
park is the sole or most direct means of access to a 
location, private or public road or waterway outside the 
park. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) A person referred to in paragraph (1)(a) or (b) shall submit, 
with their application, a copy of their authorization to act as a 
commercial sport hunting guide in the hunting area outside the 
park. 
 
(3) The holder of a permit or authorization 
issued under subsection (1) that allows them to 
transport a trap in a vehicle or vessel or carry a trap while on 
foot shall comply with the transporting rules when doing so. 
 
(4) Subject to subsection (5), the holder of a 
permit or authorization issued under subsection (1) 
that allows them to transport a weapon in a vehicle 
or a vessel or carry a weapon while on foot shall 
comply with the transporting rules when doing so. 
 
(5) The holder of a permit or authorization 
issued under paragraph (1)(a) or (b) that allows the 
holder to carry a firearm while traversing a park 
may use the firearm for self-protection and the 
protection of others from bears while they are 
traversing the park if they are also the holder of a 
permit issued under subsection 16(1). 

 

 

 

 

FIREARMS FOR PROTECTION 

16. (1) The superintendent may, on application 

by a bear monitor, a person who holds a guiding 
licence or a researcher referred to in sections 8 and 
9 and 10 respectively or by a person referred to in paragraph 
15(1)(a) or (b), issue a permit to the person to carry, transport 

or use a firearm for selfprotection and the protection of others 
from bears in the following circumstances: 
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ᐃᒮᖕᒧᐖ ᒰᐝᓳᕈᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐠ, ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐠ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐠ ᖁᐗᐅᒥᐝ ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐞᒬᐇᕌᒵᒬᐅᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐇᒺᒥᒮᐖ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐞᒬᐇᕌᒵᒬᐅᐝ ᒰᒮᕌᒬ ᐃᒩᒲᒰᐃᐖᐒᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ: 

(a) ᐃᒮᐝ ᐇᐐᒳᐅᖅᐔᐅᖃᐔᐅᒺᒩᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒰᒵᒰᐃᐝᐙᐔᖃᕌᒵᒬ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐖ 

ᐉᖁᓺᖓᐔ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒧᐖ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᐔᐅᓸᒨᖓᓸᒧᐖ; 

(c) ᐃᒮᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒹᒵᒬ ᒩᒳᐝᖢᐠ ᖁᐗᐅᐐᐖ ᐉᖁᓺᖓ 

ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐔᐃᒩᐃᐖᐒᒥᐝ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᒮᒰᒳᖕᒥ ᐇᕍᐝᐒᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ 

ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖃᕌᕍᐅᓸᒥ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(d) ᐃᒮᐝ ᐒᒬᒺᒺᒩᒹ.ᒵᒬ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᐐᒬᒵ ᒰᒵᒰᐃᓺᐃᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ 

ᒰᐃᒹᒳᐞᐇᖅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᖃᐅᓶᒩᒬᓽᓺᒥᒬᐝ, ᐇᓸᙱᒲᒬᓽᓺᒥᒬᐝ, 

ᐉᒳᓽᖃᐖᐔᖅᒺᒩᒬᒥᒬᐝ ᐔᐙᐐᐖᐐᒹᒵᒬ ᐇᓸᙱᒲᒬᕌᒥᒮᐖ 

ᐛᒩᐖᐐᐇᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒥᐝ, ᒰᐝᓳᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒥᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒥᐝ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ 

ᒰᖕᒥᒬᖅ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐝᓳᒧᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐇᒺᒥᒮᐖ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐝᓳᒧᐖ ᒰᒮᕌᒮᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᐐᐞᒺᒩᓺᖓᒮᐖ. 

(2) ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ ᐗᒺᒥ 

(a) ᐒᐝᒺᕊᖅᐒᖅ ᒰᒮᕌᒬᐝ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖅᐐᐅᒵᒬ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒮᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓶᐅᒵᒬ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ 8-ᐙᐖ 8-ᐙᒹᒵ, 

:i; ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᒥ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒧᐖ 

ᒰᒮᖃᕌᕍᐅᒬᕊᖅᐔᐅᖃᐖᐔᕌᒵᒬ ᐅᐗᐅᒵᐝᐕᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᐗᐅᐏᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐃᒷᐃᒲᒰᖓᐠᐖ, ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

:ii; ᐇᖆᖃᐐᐟᐝᒺᒩᒵᐐᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐝ 

ᒰᒮᖃᒳᐒᐃᒲᒰᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᖓᒮᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ 

ᐇᐒᓽᐇᖃᒳᐜᒹᒷᐞᐇᖃᕊᓺᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐃᖕᒥᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᓽᐇᖃᕌᒵᒬ 

ᐇᒺᒥᒬᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᓽᐇᖃᕌᒵᒬ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(b) ᐒᐝᒺᕊᖅᐒᖅ ᖃᐅᓶᓳᐃᓶᐅᐝᐍᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 10-ᐙᐖ, 

ᐕᐏᓱᒧᙵ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒨᖓᒵᒬ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐ ᒰᒮᐃᐖ ᐔᐃᐛᒭᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᖆᐖ 

ᖃᐅᓶᒩᓺᐅᒵᐐᐝ ᐅᐗᐅᒵᐝᐕᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᐗᐅᐏᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᒷᐃᒲᒰᖓᐠᐖ.  

(3) ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᒧᐖ, ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᖅ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐃᒮᖕᒬᐝ ᐇᐖᐔᒰᖅᐒᒦᖁᓶᙱᒲᒬᕌᒧᐖ, ᐔᒩᕌᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐑᐖ ᐉᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ, 

ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᓸᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐒᕈᒲᒰᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᓸᒥᐝ 

ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᒥᐝ ᐒᓳᖅᐐᐖᐐᓺᓽᐇᖃᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᐇᖅᐒᖅ 

(a) the person has a registration certificate issued 
under the Firearms Act for the firearm to which 
the application applies; 
 
(b) the person is authorized in accordance with 
the Firearms Act to possess that type of firearm 
and to carry and transport the firearm in the 
province in which the park is located; and 
 
(c) the person has submitted with their 
application a detailed summary of their 
knowledge, skills and experience that 
demonstrates that they are qualified to safely 
carry, transport and use the firearm for selfprotection 
and the protection of others from bears in the park to which 
their application pertains. 
 
(3) For the purposes of park management, the 
protection of wild animals and public safety, every 
permit to carry, transport or use a firearm issued 
under subsection (1) shall require the holder to advise the 
superintendent as soon as possible of the 
description and location of bear sightings and 
encounters, of any deterrent actions taken, of any 
discharge of the firearm and of any wounding or killing of 
bears. 
 
(4) The holder of a permit issued under 
subsection (1) shall comply with the transporting 
rules while they are transporting or carrying a 
firearm, except if they are transporting or carrying 
the firearm for self-protection or the protection of 
others from bears in accordance with these 
Regulations and their permit. 
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 (4) ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐉᒺᒩᓸᖅ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐔ :1; ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᓸᒬᐝ ᒩᒳᖕᒬᐇᖅᐒᖅ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᒹᒵᐞᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᖁᐗᐅᐐᒬᐝ ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᒰᒧᙵᐅᓼᓶᒺᒩᐐᐖᐐᐝᐍᐔ ᐉᒺᒩᐝᐍᐔᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᖁᐗᐅᒫᒥᐝ 

ᐃᖕᒥᒮᐖ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐞᒵᐠ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᒺᒥᒮᐖ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᐞᒵᐠ 

ᒩᒳᒡᒵᐐᐝ ᒩᒳᒐᓽᓺᐅᓸᒬᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᒬᒡᒵ. 

ᐒᒬᒺᒬᖅ 

17. :1; ᐃᒮᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐕᕈᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

(a) ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᐝᐍᐔ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖆᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ 

ᒮᖅᐛᖓᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

(b) 12 ᐔᖅᐗᐖ ᐃᒵᐇᒬ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᒷᐅᐐᒲᒰᐞᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᒡᒵ 

ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒷᐅᖅᒺᒩᒲᒬᖅᐍᐔ. 

:2; ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐇᖆᖆᐠᒰᐒᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᒥᒡᒵ 

ᐈᒐᓽᐇᖃᖅᐍᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐕᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᖆᓽᐇᖃᙱᐏᐍᒹᒵ 

ᐍᐍᐖᐐᐖᐐᐇᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ, ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐉᖃᐔᐅᒹᒵᐠ ᐈᖅᐗᐅᒩᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᖃᒮᐃᒲᒬᓽᒷᐅᖅᐔᖓᐔᒵ ᒮᒰᐅᐏ ᐅᐐᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ, ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐃᒳᖅᐙᒺᐒᖃᕌᒥᐝ, ᐉᐞᐇᕈᐔᐅᒷᐅᖅᒺᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᐖᓳᕌᒬᐔᐅᓸᒬᐝ, 

ᐃᒮᖕᒬᐝ ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕈᐐᒥᐝ, ᐍᐍᐖᐐᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐃᒮᐃᐖ 

ᐈᒲᒬᐇᖃᕌᒰᖆᐖᐒᒳᓽᓼᓸᐐᖆᒲᒮᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᖁᕍᐇᓲᐐᐝᓳᒥᐝ 

ᐃᒮᖕᒮᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ.  

18. ᐇᐒᒬ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒵ 

ᐇᐐᒳᐅᕊᓺᖅᐒᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᒬᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒬᒡᒵ ᖃᐃᐔᐅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ. 

ᐃᒵᒳᓽᓺᖆᐖ 

19. ᐔᒩᕌᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐑᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐑᒹᒵ ᐃᒵᒳᖃᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ 

ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᐏ ᐇᐐᖓᒬᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ  

(a) ᐐᐐᕊᕌᒵᐐᐝ ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᐝᓳᖅᐕᖅᐐᐖᐐᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᐝᐙᒹᒵ;  

(b) ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᖅ ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᒬᐅᓸᖅ ᒩᒳᐝᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᒳᖕᒥᐝ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᐝᐙᒹᒵ ᒩᒳᒐᐐᐠᐖ ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᒬᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᖁᓺᐝᐙᐖ; 

(c) ᐉᒳᓽᐇᐝᓳᓽᓺᐅᓸᒮᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᒧᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒵ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 22-ᐙᐖ; 

(d) ᖃᒮᖅ ᐇᐙᒬᐅᐐᐞᓸᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖃᕌᒬᐇᕌᒬᖓᒮᐖ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒬᐇᕌᒬᖓᒮᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(e) ᐇᒺᖆᐖ ᒩᒳᐝᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᒴᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᐖ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᓸᐇᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐍᐍᐒᐖᐐᐇᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ, ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᐖᐐᐇᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᖅᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, 

ᐈᖅᐗᐅᒩᐐᐖᐐᓺᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᒹᒵ ᖃᒮᐃᒲᒬᓽᒷᐅᖅᐔᖓᒮᒹᒵ 

ᐅᐐᖅᐐᐖᐐᓺᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᒮᒰᒥᐝ, ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐃᒳᖅᐙᒺᐒᖃᖆᒲᒬᐝ, 

ᐉᐞᐇᕈᐐᐞᒷᐅᖅᐔᖆᒲᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

 

ISSUANCE 

 

17. (1) No person is entitled to obtain a permit 

or an authorization if 
 

(a) they are the holder of a suspended permit or 

authorization; or 
 
(b) during the 12 months before they apply for 
the permit or authorization, a permit or an authorization 

previously issued to them was revoked. 
 
(2) The superintendent shall refuse to issue a 
permit or an authorization when it is necessary to 
refuse the permit or authorization for the 
preservation, control or management of a park, 
including the maintenance or restoration of its 
ecological integrity, the protection of its cultural, 
historical or archeological resources, public safety, 
the preservation of public health in the park and the enjoyment 
of persons in the park. 
 
18. Each holder of a permit or an authorization shall sign their 

permit or authorization on receipt. 

CONTENTS 

 
19. Every permit and authorization shall include 

the holder’s name and 
 
(a) a statement that the transfer or assignment of the 
permit or authorization is prohibited; 
 
(b)  a statement that contravention of a condition 
of the permit or authorization constitutes an 
offence under the Act; 
 
(c) a list of the duties of the holder of the permit 
or authorization as set out in section 22; 
 
(d) the duration of the permit or authorization; 
and 
 
(e) any other conditions that may be specified by 

the superintendent for the purposes of the 
preservation, control or management of the park, 
including the maintenance or restoration of its 
ecological integrity, the protection of its cultural, 
historical or archaeological resources, public 
safety, the preservation of public health in the 
park and the enjoyment of persons in the park. 
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ᐃᐖᓳᕌᒬᐔᒬᐝ, ᐃᒮᐃᒹᒵ ᐇᐖᐔᒰᖅᐒᒦᖁᒰᐞᐖ, ᐍᐍᐒᐖᐐᐇᓽᐇᖃᕌᒬᖅ  

ᐃᒮᐃᐖ ᐈᒲᒬᐇᖃᕌᒰᖆᐖᐒᒳᓽᓼᓸᐐᖆᒲᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ  

ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᖁᕍᐇᓱᖁᐏᒵᐞᐖ ᐃᒮᐃᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ.

ᐃᓱᒳᕝᕍᐝᓳᖓ 

20. ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒵ ᐃᓱᒳᒲᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ ᒺᕏᒹᒳᖅᐍᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᐙᒰᙵᐖ 

(a) ᐃᓱᒳᕝᕍᐝᓳᖓᒬ ᐅᐏᒵᕌᒥ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᐝᐙᒹᒵ, ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

(b) ᐅᐏᒵᒥᕌ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒵ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᓸᖃᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ. 

 

ᒯᐖᐐᒬᖅ ᐉᒳᓽᐇᐝᓳᖅᐕᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᖅ 

21. ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒵᒲᒭᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᐖ 

ᐉᒳᓽᐇᒥᒬᐝ ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒲᒰᐞᐖᐒᐖ ᒯᐖᐐᓸᒲᒰᙱᐖᐒᐖ. 

ᐉᒳᓽᐇᐝᓳᓽᓺᐅᓸᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᒮᐖ 

22. (1) ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᐐᐠᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ 

ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓᐠᐖ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᐖ 

ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 14:5;-ᐙᐖ ᐉᒺᒩᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᒬᐝ, 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᐐᒥᒬᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒬᐝ 

ᐛᒩᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ. 

(2) ᐃᒮᐝ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᓸᖅ ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ :1;-ᐙᐖ ᐔᐙᐐᐖᐐᖃᐖᐔᕌᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᒬᐝ, ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᒲᒰᐅᐐᒥᒬᐝ, 

ᒰᒳᐇᖕᒬᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ ᐉᒺᒩᓺᖓ ᒩᒳᒡᒵᐠ, ᖃᐅᓶᓳᖅᐔᐅᓸᒲᒰᖁᐏᒵᐠ 

ᐒᐝᒺᕊᕌᕍᐅᒵᒬ  

ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᓽᓺᒧᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖈᓸᒧᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ᒩᒳᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶᒧᐖ. 

 

EXPIRY 
 
20. A permit or an authorization expires on the 

earlier of 
 
(a) the expiry date indicated in the permit or 
authorization, and 
 
(b) the day on which the permit or authorization is revoked. 

 

NO TRANSFER OR ASSIGNMENT 

 
21. No holder of a permit or an authorization 

shall transfer or assign their permit or authorization. 

 

DUTIES OF HOLDERS 

 
22. (1) The holder of a permit or an 

authorization that has been issued under these 
Regulations or of an Inuvialuit hunting tag that has 
been issued or endorsed under subsection 14(5) 
shall carry their permit, authorization or tag with them when 
carrying on the authorized activity. 
 
(2) Persons referred to in subsection (1) shall 
produce their permit, authorization or hunting tag, 
as the case may be, for examination on request by the 
superintendent or a park warden or enforcement 
officer.  
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ᒩᐒᒺᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐒᓳᒐᐝᓳᐖ 

23. (1) ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᒮᐃᐖ ᐇᐖᐔᒰᖅᐒᒦᖁᒰᐞᐖ - ᐃᒮᐃᒹᒵ 

ᓳᐋᒲᒬᐇᖅᐔᖁᐏᒵᐞᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒬᕌᓸᐐᒬᐝ - ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᒮᐃᐖ 

ᐈᒲᒬᐇᖃᕌᒰᖆᐖᐒᒳᓽᓼᓸᐐᖆᒲᒮᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ, ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ 

ᐒᓳᖅᐐᐖᐐᓼᓸᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᒩᐒᒺᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ, ᖃᒮᖅ ᐇᐙᒬᐅᐐᐞᓸᒧᐖ, 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᐃᒷᖓᒬ ᐃᒮᖕᒮᐖ, ᐉᖃᐔᐅᒵᐞᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐑᐖ 

ᐃᒮᕍᐇᒵᐃᐖ ᐇᖈᒰᓱᐠᐐᖆᒲᒬᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐑᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᒬᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒬᒡᒵ ᐒᒬᕌᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒬᐝ ᒩᒳᒐᐐᐠᐖ. 

(2) ᐒᓳᒐᐝᓳᖅ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᖃᕊᓺᖅᐒᖅ ᒮᒰᒥ ᒰᒳᐇᖕᒬ ᐉᓼᓸᐐᖃᕌᒩᖔᐖ 

ᐅᐝᐙᐇᖅᐔᐅᕝᕍᐅᓸᒥ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᒰᒵᒰᐃᖅᒺᒵᒬ ᐛᖓᐅᓸᒧᐖ ᐒᕋᖓᖕᒩᖔᐖ. 

(3) ᐒᓳᒐᐝᓳᖅ ᓳᖅᐗᐐᐔᐅᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᕑᐝᐒᒬ ᐇᐏᖁᐐᒬᐝ 

ᐐᐗᐏᐍᒹᒳᐇᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ, ᐉᓱᒡᕍᖕᒮᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᒺᐇᐠᐖ ᐔᐃᐙᖔ 

ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᓸᒧᐖ ᐒᕋᖅᐍᒹᒳᐇᒬᐅᓸᒧᐖ ᒮᒰᐝᐙᐖ, ᒥᕌᖈᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥᒵ ᐃᓱᒩᐔᐅᐏ 

ᐐᐐᕊᕌᕍᖓᒬ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

 

(a) ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᐒᐗᒺᐞᐇᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ ᐇᐅᒷᐖᐐᕍᖓᒬ ᐐᐐᕊᕌᕍᖓᒬ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

(b) ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒧᐖ ᐃᐐᓽᐇᕌᒵᒬ ᐇᐒᖅᐔᐅᕑᐝᐒᒧᐖ. 

(4) ᐃᒮᐝ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᖅᒺᕌᕍᖕᒦᐖᐔᓽᐇᖃᙱᐖᐒᖅ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐉᓼᓸᐔᐅᓸᒥ.  

 

 

 

ᐃᓱᒩᒳᐅᕈᐑᐖ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᓸᐇᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᐛᐃᒰᖕᒬᖅ  ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒬᕌᒵ 

24. (1) ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᒺᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᕈᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᒺᖁᒥᐐᐝᐍᐖ ᒩᒳᐝᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᒳᖕᒬᐝ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖆᐖᐐᐠᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒬᖓᐠᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒩᒳᙱᒲᒬᖃᖅᐍᐖ. 

(2) ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐒᒬᒺᐝᐛᒲᒬᕈᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

(a) ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᒬᐅᓸᖅ ᒩᒳᒐᕌᒧᐖ ᐈᖅᐗᐝᐔᐅᐝᐍᐖ; 

(b) 30 ᐅᐏᒵᐖ ᐉᓺᓽᖅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒷᐅᖅᐜᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ, 

ᖃᒮᐃᒳᐞᐇᕈᐔᐅᐝᐛᒲᒬᓼᓻᖆᐏᐍᐖ ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᒬᖓ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(c) (c; ᖃᒮᐃᒳᐅᐞᐇᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐑᐖ ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᖅᐔᐅᐝᐍᐔ, ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ 

ᐍᒺᓺᐝᓳᐅᖆᒲᒬᕊᖅᐔᐅᖅᐜᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᒬᐅᒬᕊᖅᐔᐅᒷᐅᖅᐒᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒺᖁᒥᐖᐐᒬᕊᖅᐔᐅᖅᐜᒷᐅᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᖃᒮᐃᒳᓺᐅᐞᐇᕈᐐᖆᐖ 

ᐛᓸᒺᐞᐇᕈᐔᐅᐝᐛᒲᒬᙱᐏᐍᐔ. 

CLOSURE NOTICES 
 
23. (1) For the purpose of protecting wild 

animals in a park, or for the purpose of public safety 
— including protecting the public from wild 
animals — or public health in a park, the 
superintendent may by notice close, for a specified 
period, a specified area of the park to the public, 
including to holders of Inuvialuit hunting tags and 
to holders of permits or authorizations issued under these 
Regulations. 
 
(2) The notice shall describe the area in respect 
of which the closure applies and shall specify the 
period during which it applies 

 
(3) The notice shall be posted on each approach 
road, trail or other way of access on land to the 
specified area, at the park warden’s office and at 
 

(a) park information centres or park administration offices; 
or 

(b) common entrances to the park. 

 

(4) No person shall be in an area of a park to 

which a notice under this section applies. 

 

 

 

DECISIONS OF THE SUPERINTENDENT 

SUSPENSION AND REVOCATION 

24. (1) The superintendent may suspend a 

permit or an authorization if the holder contravenes 
any provision of these Regulations or any term or condition of 

their permit or authorization. 

 
(2) The superintendent may reinstate a 
suspended permit or authorization 

(a) if the contravention that led to the suspension 
has been corrected; 
 
(b) after a period of 30 days from the date of the 
suspension, if no proceedings have been 
instituted in respect of the contravention; or 
 
c) si une poursuite a été intentée, le titulaire a été 
reconnu non coupable de l’infraction à l’égard de 
la contravention, ou la poursuite a été abandonnée. 
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 (3) ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᒺᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ  

(a) ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᐅᓸᖅ ᐍᒺᓺᐝᓳᐅᒬᕊᖅᐔᐅᐝᓸᖅ ᐉᕊᓺᐝᒺᒩᒬᐚᒵᒬ 

ᒩᒳᐖᐐᐇᖆᒲᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᒬᐝ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᒩᒳᐞᐇᖃᖅᐔᖆᒲᒬᐝ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᐝᐙᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ; ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(b) ᐗᒺᐇᒬ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᖓ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᖓᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᖅᐔᐅᐝᐛᒲᒬᒷᐅᖅᐍᐖ ᐇᐕᐠᐖ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ (2)(b) ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

(c)-ᐙᐖ, ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒳᖅᐍᐖ ᒩᕌᕈᐃᕌᒵᒬ ᖃᐃᐔᐅᒷᐅᖅᐛᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ.  

ᐒᓳᒐᐝᓳᖅ 

25. ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒩᙱᐏᐍᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖅᓴᖃᐃᒰᖃᐔ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᒺᐝᐍᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓼᓸᐐᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᖅ ᒪᒲᒰᐔᐅᐐᐞ ᐃᓱᒩᒳᐅᖅᐜᖅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ, 

ᐐᐐᖅᐛᐐᐠᐖ ᐒᓳᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᐇᖅᐒᖅ ᐔᒩᐒᒥᙵ, ᐐᐐᕊᐅᒺᖃᕌᒵᒬᒵ ᐉᓼᓸᐐᒥᒬᐝ, 

ᐒᐝᒺᕊᖅᐐᒧᐖ ᐐᐠᒥᐇᖅᐐᒧᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ, ᒰᒳᐇᐒᐃᒲᒰᐝᐙᐖ ᖃᒮᐃᒳᖓᒬᖆᐖ 

ᒩᒳᒡᒵᐞᐖ.  

ᕿᒥᕌᕈᒬᖅ 

26. (1) ᐗᒰᐒᐃᒲᒰᖅ ᐈᐝᐜᖅᐔᐅᓸᖅ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᓸᐇᕌᒧᐖ 

ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐕᕊᓺᕌᒬᕌᒧᐖ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᒰᓺᕌᒬᕌᒧᒹᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᐐᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐐᐝᐙᐖ ᒮᖅᐛᖅᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᖅ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᓸᕌᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᒧᐖ 

ᕿᒥᕌᕈᖁᓶᓸᒲᒰᖅᐒᖅ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᓸᐇᐏ ᐃᓱᒩᒳᐅᕈᐐᖓᒬᐝ ᐒᒬᒺᒵᒬ 

ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᐐᒥᐝ ᐐᐐᖅᐛᐐᐠᐖ ᐒᐗᒧᐇᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶᒧᐖ 30 ᐅᐏᒵᐖ ᐃᒵᐇᒬ 

ᐒᒬᓺᐅᒷᐅᖅᐜᖅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᐒᓳᖅᐐᐖᐐᓼᓸᐐᒥᐝ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐃᒷᖓᒬ 25-ᒥ.  

:2; ᐒᒬᓺᐅᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐒᐝᒺᕊᐅᒫᒥᐝ ᕿᒥᕌᕈᖁᓶᒬᕌᒧᐖ, 

ᐒᐗᒧᐇᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᕌᒥᐝ ᐒᒬᒺᖁᓶᒰᓺᖅᐒᖅ 

ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᐖᐐᐝᐛᒲᒬᕌᒵᒬᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᓸᒲᒰᐅᒥᐝ ᐇᖆᖅᐔᐅᓼᓸᐐᐅᒺᒩᓸᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ 

ᐒᐗᒧᐇᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶ ᐃᓱᒩᒳᐅᖅᐍᐖ ᐇᓼᓶᐞᖆᐔᖓᒬᐝ ᐇᖓᓸᖅᐜᐏ 

ᐃᓱᒩᒳᐅᕈᐐᐞᒷᐅᖅᐔᖓᒮᐖ  

ᐒᒬᒺᓸᒩᙱᒲᒬᕌᒧᐖ, ᖃᒮᐃᒳᐅᕈᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᒳᖕᒮᐖ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ ᐉᓼᓸᐔᐅᓸᐖ 

ᐃᓱᒩᐝᓳᖅᒺᐅᕈᐔᐅᓺᓽᐇᒴᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐔᒡᕐᒰ ᒩᒳᒐᐐᐠᐖ; ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3) The superintendent may revoke a permit or 
an authorization if 
 

(a) the holder is convicted of an offence in 
respect of a contravention of any provision of 
these Regulations or any term or condition of the 
permit or authorization; or 
 
(b) unless the permit or authorization was 
reinstated under paragraph (2)(b) or (c), it has 
been suspended twice during the period for which it was 
issued. 

3. The Superintendent must revoke a permit or authorization if 

(a) The holder is convicted of an offence in respect of a 

contravention of any provision of these Regulations or any 

term or condition of the permit or authorizatio; or 

(b) Unless the permit or authorization was reinstated under 

parapraph (2)9b) or(c), it has been suspended twiece during 

the period for which was issued. 

 

NOTICE 

 
25. If the superintendent refuses to issue a permit 

or an authorization or suspends or revokes a permit 
or an authorization, the superintendent shall, as 
soon as possible after making their decision, 
provide written notice of it, including reasons, to the applicant 
or holder, as applicable. 

 

REVIEW 

26. (1) Any person to whom the superintendent 

has refused to issue a permit or an authorization or 
whose permit or authorization has been suspended 
or revoked by the superintendent may request a 
review of the superintendent’s decision by submitting a 
request in writing to the Chief Executive Officer within 30 days 
after receipt by that person of the notice described in section 
25. 

 
(2) On receipt of the written request for review, 
the Chief Executive Officer shall require that the 
superintendent issue or reinstate the permit or 
authorization if the Chief Executive Officer reaches 
a decision that differs from the superintendent’s decision with 
respect  
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(a) ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᒮᖅᐛᖅᐐᐔᐅᒺᒩᐛᐃᒰᖕᒬᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐇᖅᓴᖅᐔᐅᒺᒩᒹᒷᐖᐕᕌᒬᐝᐙᐖ ᐅᖃᐅᒺᐅᒺᒩᓸᐝᐙᐖ 

ᐃᒷᖓᐠᐖ 24-ᐙᐖ.  

:3; ᐒᐗᒧᐇᐝᐐᐖᐐᓶ ᐒᒬᒺᒐᓺᖅᐒᖅ ᐐᐐᕊᖅᒺᒩᓸᒥᐝ ᐒᓳᕊᐝᓳᒥᐝ 

ᐃᓱᒩᒳᐅᕈᐐᒥᒮᐖ, ᐃᒵᒳᖃᕌᒵᐞᐖ ᐉᓼᓸᐔᐅᓸᒬᐝ, 

ᕿᒥᕌᕈᖁᓶᒷᐅᖅᐒᒧᐖ. 

 

 

ᒮᖅᐛᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᖅ ᐃᓱᒳᐐᐖᐐᒬᖅ 

27. ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕎᐖ ᐆᒩᓸᒮᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᖓ1 

ᒮᖅᐛᖅᐐᐔᐅᓸᖅ ᐃᓱᒳᐐᐔᐅᓸᖅ. 

ᐉᒫᒩᓽᐅᓸᐝᐙᐖ ᐈᖅᐗᐞᐇᖅᐐᐖᐐᒬᖅ 

28. ᐃᒷᖓ 9 ᐛᒰᐔᒥ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒮᐖ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᒴᐖ ᒩᒳᒐᖆᒲᒬ2 

ᒮᐕᒬᐝ ᒱᓳᐅᐐᒳᖅᐒᖅᐔᐅᓸᖅ ᐃᒷᖓ 9:1;-ᖈᒳᖅᖢᒬ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐈᖅᐗᐞᐇᖅᐔᐅᓸᖅ ᐃᒷᓺᐅᒹᒵᒬ ᐆᒥᖓ: 

:2; ᒰᖕᒥᒬᓽᓺᐅᓸᖅ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒳᖕᒧᐖ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒳᖕᒥᐝ 

ᐃᖅᐛᒰᐃᓺᖅᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᒥᒡᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐃᖆᕌᕊᖁᓶᐝᐍᐖ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᐅᐏ 

ᒺᒷᐕᒮᐖ ᐅᕝᕑᒶᒲᒭᐖ ᐉᒳᓽᕝᕍᐅᓸᒥ, ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒳᐝ ᐇᒫᒩᒵ 

ᐃᖅᐛᒰᐃᓺᖅᐐᐞᓺᐅᓸᖅ ᐉᒺᒩᐃᒲᒰᕊᓺᖅᐒᖅ ᒷᐃᓳᒲᒺᒥᐝ 

ᐃᖆᕌᕊᐐᒹᒵᐠ ᒥᕌᖈᐃᒺᕌᕍᖕᒥ ᒰᖕᒥᒬᒳᐝᐙᐖ ᐉᓼᓸᐐᖃᕌᒵᒬ. 

ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᖅᐔᐅᒬᐇᖅᐒᖅ 

29. ᐔᒩᐝᐙᐇ ᒩᒳᒐᐖ ᐇᐒᒳᖅᐐᖅᐔᐅᒬᐇᖅᐒᐖ ᐅᐏᒵᖓᒬ 

ᐐᐐᕊᖅᐔᐅᖃᐔᐅᐐᒹᒵᐞᐖ. 

(a) in the case of a refusal, to the requirements 
and matters to be considered as set out in these 
Regulations; and 
 
(b) in the case of a suspension or revocation, to 
the reasons set out in section 24. 

 
 
(3) The Chief Executive Officer shall provide 
written notice of his or her decision, including reasons, to the 

person who requested the review. 

 

REPEAL 
27. The National Parks Wildlife Regulations1 are repealed 

 

CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENT 

 
28. Section 9 of the National Parks of Canada Businesses 
Regulations2 is renumbered as subsection 9(1) and is 

amended by adding the following: 

 
(2) If the business of the licensee requires the 
licensee or their employees to travel in the park 
away from any premises or main place of business, 
the licensee and the employees shall carry a copy of 
the licence when travelling in the park for these business 
purposes. 

 

COMING INTO FORCE 

29. These Regulations come into force on the day on 

which they are registered. 

 
1 SOR/81-401 
2 SOR/98-455; SOR/2002-

370 

1 DORS/81-401 
2 DORS/98-455; DORS/2002-370 


